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lntrodu....ionit_Aowckn d ents

Each March, Alaskans celebrate 'Women in Histcxy Month." One goal for
celebrating, is to focus an women who have excelled in sports stw.h as the
Iditarod Sled Dog Race. The biographical stories in this booklet honor Alaslwat
women who have raced and participated in the sport of sled dog racing. The
sport requires mental art physical endurance comparabk to no other sport.
This 'mange annual race attracts participants from aaoss the globe. Women
such as co-founderand motherof the Iditarod, Dcwothy Page, have participated
from its inception.

Peg %out, crud= of the biographies, gives us a delightful insigla into each
partidpant's uniqtantess and contrthutions to this sport. Ms. Stout is an educator
and curriculum specialist at the Anchorage School Distrkt and a dog slushing
enthusiast and volunteer since 1976. Ste developed the module to show
common threads of the women's courage, mut ethic and determination. In
addition, she is the mother of dog musher DeeDee Jonrowe featured in the

bkWaPhies-

The Alaska Department ci Education wishes to recognize the author Peg Stout
and individuals who assisted in completing this module.

The Iditarod Headquarters in Wasilla provided the use of the Student Infix-
=hen Packet In the alliendtx: ifttogniphs by Jim Bmwn, an offkial Iditarod
photographer assistance from Jules Mead, Executive Director Joanne Potts,
Race Cocadinator and Lois Harter, Logistics Coordinator.

Department of Education staff who assisted in this project Barak Bentley,
Dawn Collinsworth, Janine Dorsey, Dianna Hebert, Marjorie Menzi, Sondra
Stanway, and Robert Stevenson.

Any part of this text and appc.ndkes may be copied for classroom and school
use.

Connie Munro
Gender Equity Spedalist

Division of Edtwational Program Support
Alaska Departnatnt of Mutation
801 West 10th Street, Suite 200

Juneau, Alaska 99801-1894
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Libby Riddles
First Woman
to Win the Iditarod

What is it like to be tlw first woman
to win the Iditarod? Ask Libby Riddles.
She can tell you. Libby became the first
woman to win the Iditarod in 1985.
Libby can also tell you how much work
it is to train a team to win the Id it..:rod!

Each year before the Iditarod the
media speculates about who might win

the race. In 1985, some people talked about howa woman MIGHT win the Iditarod,
however, they probably weren't thinking about Libby Riddles. After all, Libby had
only run the Iditarod twice before.

Early Years
Libby grew up in Minnesota with four sisters and two brothers. There were

always animals around. Her special love was cats but the family dog was O.K., too.
In fact, Libby says she didn't really get excited about dogs until she met huskies.

Mushing Career
Libby began mushing in 1979, and ran her first Iditarod in 1980. Even then, she

had one special person who was sure that she couki place in the Top Twenty. That
special person was Mary Riddles, Libby's mother. Mary said that Libby had been
taught to do the best she could at whatever she decided to do. Libby's mother added
that while she didn't expect Libby to win the first time around, she knew that Libby
would some day win as Libby would likely continue racing until she did win! Sure
enough, Libby placed 18th in 1980, which isa very respectable showing fora rookie!

Entering the Iditarod competition a second time, Libby plwed 20th in 1981.
Although she was proud of her early successes, she decided to wait several years
before running the race again. Instead she worked hard to develop a winning team.
Libby was living and training her team in Teller, a village north of Nome near the
Bering Sea. Every day, she would train her dogsto run into the cold winds that blew
in froin the Bering Sea. This was very cold and hard work for Libby and her dogs!
But her team learned to run into the coastal winds and ground blizzards. This was
probably an important element in her ultimate success,



By 1985, Libby felt she was ready to run the race again. This tinte she had a team
that included some dogs she had raised from pups. Many people think the dogs you
raise yourself will work harder for you. She also had somedogs that were "coastal"
dogs that had been raised and trained in the western coast of Alaska and were used
to the strong, cold winds of that area.

Libby won the 1985 Iditarod Sled Dog Race, but it wasn't easy! There were
many challenges to overcome. She says her first potential problem was a washing
machine in the trail near the garbage dump between Anchorage and Eagle River.
Apparently, this washing machim caused several mushers to overturn but Libby
managed to keep lum sled upri3Itt when passing over it.

Another early problem was a broken sled brake. Since there are no bridles, bits
or reins to control dogs like there are withhorses, the only ways to control& dog teem
are by using one's voice, a sled brake, cragging your feet and/or turning the sled
over and making the dogs drag it until they get tired. Usually a fresh and eagerdog
team is difficult to control by voice except to give them directions. If the driver says,
"Gee", the leaders will go to the right and if the driver says,"lbw', the leaders will
go to the left. Otherwise they just keep going even if you yell "Stop!' Dragging your
feet when fourteen dogs are pulling wears your boots out and is not very effective
in stopping the team. Upsetting a loaded sled is just not very smart either. Therefore,
a broken sled brake is serious.

Fortunately, Libby's sled brake broke before she got to Knik on the first day of
the race. Knik is usually the last checkpoint where your friends cometo see how well

your team is doing as you get started on the race. More fortunately for Libby, the
friends who came to see her at Knik had a sled with them. Seeing her predicament,
they took the brake off their sled and gave it to Libby. What wonderful friemls they
were!

On the first night, another potentially serious mishap took place. Libby had her
team tied to a rather small tree which broke and her team took off down the trail with
Libby hanging onto the handlebars. She was able to hang on for only a short
distance. Her team was gone and Libby was left in the trail! Again, fortunately,
mushers can and do help each other in trouble. A musher aheadof Libby caught her
team as it raced down the trail. He tied it securely toanother, bigger tree. A runaway
teem can be very dangerous for the dogs. Sometimes they become tangled and may
even get into a fight. Another musher who was behind Libby gave her a ride. You
can imagine Libby's relief when she found her team with no injuries safely tied off
waiting for her. Oh, yes, later in the race, Libby helpedanother musher by catching
his team when it pulled away from the driver. This is just one way mushers help each
other on the trail.

Continuing smt that year, she also had some dogs get sick. This is always a
concern for the mushers, but again Libby was lucky. A bad storm caused the
mushers to stop at Rainy Pass for almost three days. This gave the dogs time to rest
and regain their health. Later in Ophir, the dogs had another extended rest because
the weather was so bad that the "Iditarod Air Force" hadn't been able to get dog food

to the next checkpoint. On another occasion, Libby wasn't so lucky. If you look at
pictures of Libby at the end of the race, you will see a nasty cut across her nose. That
happened when she was trying to get a brief nap on the trail and was hit across the
nose by the branch of a tree. I guess thingscould have been worse; she might have
been knocked off her sled.

Shaktoolik is the "jumping off place" across Norton Sound. From Shaktoolik
to the next checkpoint is about fifty miles across the ice.There is no protection from
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the winds and Mowing snow once you leave Shaktookik. A major decision mushers
must make is when to leave Shaktoolik. Having been the first musher to leave
Unalaldeet, the first coastal village in the race, Libby was beginning to think about
the possibility of winning by now. She arrived in Slaktoolik early enough to iet the
dogs rest awhile and still be able to leave there during the daylight. Even so, the
decision to start across the ke was notan easy one to make. It was snowing and the
wind was blowing - hind! She knew she had only a few hcnus of daylight and fifty
milis of &ail before the next clurkpoint. This trail would probably be difficult to
follow. It was undoubtedly covered over by bkrwing sow. Ste also knew this was
her chance to really ge ahead.and asked herself, "Why had she spent those many
misembk days bathing if not for times like time?" Libby knew that her dogs had
been trained to run in weather just like she was experiencing at that moment!

When Libby was interviewed later, she readily admitted that she was scared.
She also said "You'd have to be stupid not be be scared in those conditions. But fear
helps keep things in perspective. And I just kept telling myself that if you win the
race, it's myth it."

She feels that she made the right move at the right time, to insure distance
between her and the rest of the nr ohm. She was later to dbcover that it was
caul* worth the chance she took. Because of darkness and the blizzard condi-
tions, no other muslwrs left until the next day. Thus Libby was the leader from
Shaktoolik to Nome and won the race.

That move was to change Libby's life from then on. She went from being just
another musher from Teller, Alaska, to being the Fink Lady of Mushing. She was a
celebrity, not just in Alaska, but all over the United States. She was voted Ow
Professional Sportswoman of the Yaw by the Women's Sports Foundation. She
received a letter of congratulations from President Ronald Reat,an. Libby took a
charm and not only won the 1985 Iditarod but is still going many places and doing
many things.

Not only was Libby's life changed by her victory, but the Iditarod was changed,
too. More people in more places heard about the race and continue to hear about it.
Libby not only races dogs, but sings, skin sews, and has written a book about her
race, Race Across AksAa. You may have seen the book, Danger the Dog Yard Cat. That
is a book about a real cat, Libby's cat She helped write that one, too.

Libby's life has changed some, but she can still be found in her dog yard and
out on the trail training for arwther Iditarod. She wasn't able to run in 1991 because
of conplications from a broken leg, but watch for Libby in 1992. She plans to be there
on the trail. If she isn't, I bet it will be because she is doing something else very
exciting.
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Activities

1. If you were a dog driver (musher) and your sled brake broke, what would
you do? Explain your answer.

2. The Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race is 1049 miles long. McGrath is 413 miles
from Anchorage. After arriving in McGrath how many more miles must
a musher go to get to Nome?

3. Draw a picture of something you might be able to do to help a mush& get
ready to run the Iditarod.

4. Pretend you are a lead dog. Write what you are thinking after four days
on the trail. Include such events as leading off Fourth Avenue in
Anchorage, being trucked from Eagle River to Wasilla, the restart in
Wasilla and any other events you might wish to include.

5. Make a chart showing what you would need to take with you if you ran
the Iditarod. In another column show what you might want to take with
you. Be ready to explain your choices to the class.

Needs Wants

6. If you could visit only one checkpoint along the trail, which one would
you select? Why?

I CI
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Susan Butcher
Four Time
Iditarod Winner

What's it like to plan and train
your dogs for years, only to have a
moose stomp yourdogs and your hopes
of winning the Iditarod? Susan Butcher
can answer that question. She can also
tell you about the thrill of winning the
Id itarod one, two, three, and four times.

Early Years:
Susan grew up in Cambridge, Massachusetts. This isn't necessarily a place

where you would expect to find a potential famous dog musher - or could I be
wrong? As you might guess, Susan's favorite pet was her dog. She had Siberian
huskies even in Massachusetts but didn't learn to mush there. Susan had fun during
the New England winters, but she loved New England summers, too, because then
she would go to the Maine seacoast and enjoy long hours of sailing or doing anything
that kept her outsiCe

Susan's trail to Alaska was through Colorado. During her time in Colorado, she
decided to become a veterinary technician. Whata wonderful job for someone who
loves animals! She worked as a veterinary technician in Colorado for several years.
In her spare time, Susan trained Siberians for local sprint races. Susan was still in
Colorado when the first Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race took place in March of 1973.
Susan first learned about the Iditarod when she read an article about it in Team and
Trail. however, she didn't move to Alaska until 1975.

Susan's training as a veterinary technician and her love of animals led to her
first job in Alaska. She went to work as a veterinary technician at the University of
Alaska musk ox farm in Fairbanks. When the musk ox farm was moved to
Unalakleet, Susan moved with it. Unalakleet is a village on Norton Sound where
fishing is important. Unalaldeet is also a place where people get to know each other
and talk about their dreams. Who might be the most inspirational person Susan
could meet if she was interested in running the Iditarod someday? How about Joe
Redington, Sr., the Father of the Iditarod? Joe Redington, Sr. was managing the
Norton Sound Fisherman's Coop cannery during the summer of 1977, when Susan
met him. They talked about dogs and especially about running the Iditarod. Susan



told him about hadream and how she was training in the WrangellMountains. Joe
told her that the place to train was Knik.

Mushing Career:
later in 1977, Susan followed Joe Redington's suggestion and decided to "dm,

by" Knik for a couple of weeks and see what she could learn. Needess to say,Susan
found new frieruls and new opportunities to learn about dogs and training. During
dm early part of 1978, she lived in a tent near Knik and trained for the conditions she
might encourter on the Iditarod Trail. Susan was rawly to the Iditarod the
followi% year.

1978 was a record-breaking year in tlw history of women in the Iditarod. It was
the first klitarod where three women ran. It was ablo the first time for women to
place in the Top Twenty. You can imagine Susan's excitement when she placed 19th
in her very first Iditarodi Another woman, Varona Thompson, placed 20th. Two
women had placed in the Top Twenty! Although no one luww it at the time, a new
era was about to dawn - an era wlmere women began to take their place as serious
contenders in the Iditarod. It seems only fitting that Susan was ow of those first
women.

Susan's rise to fame had begun. In 1979 she arrived in Nome in 9th place,
making her the first woman to place in the Top Ten. By 1980 there were seven
women who ran the last Great Race. Susan crossed the finish line in Nonw in 5th
place the first woman to place in the Top Five! Again in 1981, Susan pkwed 5th. In
1982 she was second. Rick Swenson beat her by 3 minutes and 46 seconds. This was
after being on the trail for 16 days. It had been a tough 16 days, too. Within the first
24 hours she had lost the trail and valuable time when fresh snow covered the trail.
Not long after that she had to drop four of her most valuable dogs due to injuries.
Things were not going well for her. Storms were constant companions in 1982. In
1983, Susan was 9th and in 1984, she again placed second.

By 1985 there was a lot of talk about the possibility of a woman winning the
Iditarod. Of course, the woman that people were thhtking about was Susan Butcher.
But a cruel finish awaited Susan that year. Snow in the Matanuska-Susitna Valley
was very deep. When the snow is deep the moose like to walk on the dog trails. In
fact, they become rather possessive of the trails and don't particularly care to share
them. Susan was leading the race as the trail led towani Rabbit Lake. RabbitLake
is a "tent" checkpoint A tent is set up so the checkers have some protection while
waiting for the mushers to check in. The musiters just check in and keep going -
usually.

But in 1985 that was not what happened. Perhaps it would be &Liter if I just
quoted from Susan's own account of the encounter with the moose as written in the
1986 Iditarod Trail Annual. This is Susan's story:

"...Eyes wild, a large cow moose stood in the middle of the trail 20 feet in front of
Granite. My heart poundMg, I threw the sled over to stop. The moose charged into the
team, kiding and snorting. I was terrified, but I have had moose in my team before. They
always have come storming through, hitting dogs, the sled and mysdf, but then they
continue down the tmil. So I braced myself for her onslaught. Fate would not have it that
way.

She stopped in the mkidle of the team and reared up on her hind legs, and with her
full weight came crathing down on Johnnie and Ruff, two of my strongest tom dogs. For
the net five minutes, it was a nightmarish blur. I was hearing yelps of my beloved dogs,



haulm thean snorting and grosiing and th snap of h e r hind legs stritiv out against
slog dyter dog ail up ami down the lbw. My mind sus mhbfing with thoughts t o protect
my dogs and myself, but no sdutim cow up. Then suddenly she stopped,owe in frontof me. A ?trim for my dogs.

1 pulled o ffmy parka, waving i t in her filce, tryiv scarelwr of She charged me.
1 Wm: off But again 1 tried. Me Wad offto the front of the tem mime skim!a free
avenue of escape, but instead she dinedtigtdn, pounding her front legs, this Om down
on Hyde and Yeller.

Their 80TWIS tom through my heart. 1 rws forward withmy at poling her with it,
but she struck at me with her hind legs Irdadthecehn&dowj
minutes.

77w dogs were deal silent. Many were torn !pogrom their harnessea awl collars.
No airmailed. Iwent slowly w through theta= rekasingmtlines and tugs w the dogs
tangled could reheat.

Then a team. Themoose charged, kicking wikily. Gnmitewent for her hind
legs. She got him in the lwadand hewas thrownup against a tree. Slw went after Copilot,
but suddenly, twit/ minutes after it started, 1 saw a light other dm my own..."

Another musher finally appeared and had to shoot the moose. When Susan
checked herdogs, shediscovered only two were uninjured - fifteen had injuries. Still
she was able to finallyget to the Rabbit Lake checkpoint Try to imagine how Susan
felt at this point Not rmly was she forced to scratch, leave the race, and give uP herchance to win the Mitered, but so many of her bekmed dogs were injured! These
were dogs she had nurturedand trained from littlepuppies, dogs who lovedherandwere willing to do anything she commanded. What a sad moment!

Wiih Susan's tender care most of her dogs recovered. However, Johnnie had
been killed by the moose on the trail, and Hyde, too, couldn't be saved. Althoughthe other dogs recovered, Susan is still sad when she thinks about Wing Hyde andJohnnie

Many people wondered how Susan would do in the 1986 Mitered Race Those
who knew her never questioned what she would do. They knew she would comeback determined to win. They were right! ffie won the 1986 Mitered in eleven days,
fifteen hours, no minutes, and six seconds. Susan liked the feel of winning! Shereturned in 19W and won a second time. This time she set a new record for the race.Her total &pied time was 11 days, two hours, five minutes and thirteen seconds.Before the race in 1988, conversation about the Mitered centered armindwhetherSusan could win again. For those peoffie who were wearing T-shirts whichread, "Alaska: Where Men are Mar and WomenWin the Mitered" they did not haveto put them away. Susan won again - for the THIRD tinw! Her time was eleven days,eleven hours, forty-one minutes, and eleven seconds.

Susan dkl not arrive in Nom in first place in 1989, but many people watchingstill considered her a winner! She crossed the finish line smiling. Then she huggedand praised each dog.They wagged their tails as if to tell her that they had done theirbest. It had been a tough race. Many of the dogs had been skk akmg the trail butSusan had carefully nursed them back to health. Other mushers who had been withSusan on the hail knewSusan and her dogshad done their best, too. Susan was verytired at the end of race, but when she heard that DeeDeeJonrowe's team had stoppedfor an unscheduled rest si* hurried out to find DeeDee and give her words ofencouragement. This was a great morale booster for DeeDee who later finishedfourth



As Wednesday morning, March 14, 1990 dawned, Front Street in Nonte was

filling with people. Everyone was there for one reason - to be there when tlw 1990

Iditarod Trail Skd Dog Race champion came aaoss the finish line. Susan Butcher

did not disappoint them. Her team camedown the street with Susanrumning beside

the sled. Once again they passed =ler the finishrds arch first! Susan became only

the second person to win the Iditarod four times in the eighteen yearsof the race ani

the only woman to win mote than once. Once again she IttKI set a new record. She

had broken ha own reco xi, set a new reconi for tiw northern route (On even-

numbered yeas the route goes north, and on odd-numbered ram, the trail Pee
south.) and set a new all-time record for the Iditarod - eleven days, one hour, fifty-

three minutes, and twenty three seconds.
As race time approKhed in 1991, everyone interested in the Iditarod was

talking about who would win. Could either of the two four-time winners do it again

or would there be a new winner? That was not a question which would be answered

until the last day! The race started out fast, but mushers began getting into storms

soon after McGrath. Storms plagued them for the remainder of the nwe. Susan,

along with DeeDee Jonroe, took twenty-five hours to go from Ophir to Iditarod, a

leg which usually takes around twelve hours to cover. The wonwn took turns

snowshoeing in front of their teams so their dogs could pull through the deep snow.

For almost eighty miles they took turnsbeing in front so neither of their lead dogs

would become disomaged. Susan was in front when they nearedIditarod, the half-

way point ha the rame. Before she crossed the line she askedif anyone could see a light

behind her. The race judge replied that he could see a light At that time Susan

stopped and said, *That's DeeDee. Can I park my dogs and not officially be here?

We mushed 80 mile& together and I want it to be a tie." The two women crossed the

line together becoming the first mushers to evershare in the halfway prize.
She au:lured another storm on the Yukon., and still anotha going wross

Norton Sound which beat at her as she made her way in first place to White

Mountain. In White Mountain it appeared there was no doubt who would win the

1991 Iditarod. There would be a five time winner of the Iditarod and it would be

Susan. But alas, a cruel fate awaited Susan. Yes, she was the first muslwr to leave

White Mountain exactly six homy afterarriving. Race rules require each musher to

remain at White Mountain for six hours. She left at 1:31 a.m. While Susan's team

rested at White Mountain anotherground blizzard hai arrived in the arat maldng

it miserable to forge alwad, but Susan pushed into the storm. The next musher was

allowed to leave just about an hour later. That musher, too, left inconditions that

made it diffkult to see beyond the wheel dogs. When they encountered each other

on the trail, they decided to travel together. When the othermusiter's I :eadlamp bulb

burned out, Susan helped replace it. They were movh% slowly, just front one trail

marker to the other. Even then they becameseparated. People in Nome knew there

were two mushers in the storm - someplace. They also knew that several mushers

had returned to White Mountain. For a long time they didn't know who was in the

storm and who had returned to White Montain. Susan had returned to White
Mountain where her dogs were parked in a sheltered area and had straw to rest

upon. She just felt they had been in one to many storms for onerace! Susan was third

in the 1991 Iditarod. Anyone want to bet where she'll place in 1992? Now you can

see why Susan has been voted Professional Sportswoman of the Year for several

years! Oh yes, when you see Susan ask her how Granite, her legendarylead dog now

retired, enjoyed his visit to Washington, D.C. and being introduced to Presklent

George Bush.
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Activities

1. Who did win the 1991 Iditarod? How many times has he won the race
now? Who was second?

2. If you met a moose coming to school what would you do? Why?

3. In 1990 Susan won the Iditarod for the fourth time. She seta new, all-time
record. Fmd out how long it took her and then write it in numbers. Find
out her times for the other three times she won and write them in
numbers also. Now rank them in order.. from her fastest time to her
slowest time.

4. In 1991 Susan waited for DeeDee so they could go into the Halfway
Checkpoint together. What was that checkpoint? Why did Susan wait
for DeeDee? Would you do the same thing? Explain your answer.

5. Pretend you wete Susan at White Mountain in 1991. Writea journal entry
explaining how you feel before you leave White Motmtain the first time.
Write another journal entry explaining how you feel when you return
because of the terzible storm.

6. If it is ninety-six miles from Kaltag to Unalakleet and it takes Susan eight
hours to go that distance, how many miles an hour is her team traveling?

Susan's Dogs
ADAM
SOAR

CIKAMOFGMJ

CCEBJI1VAKOOBOGHB CASEY
K LAFICOHEiFEAKOCOFFTHRYK COPILOT

CNUNOGANGPOTIPAPMOPGE1ADB CYRUS
DANDYAPOEKBANDB0001J1LLPLMFNED ELAN

NNHOLLIPI DLKKOCNNGAOBPG1 AG GRANITE
JKFIOBJI1NLMJAFTIPEAYGTHR GRAY

FJCPNK1 PCJEGHELODCO1 NDEJA HANK
HEIFEROHHOGGOHERM1 TJ EHANKI LDPOY HERMIT

O HNOHCNOCME1PNOFJFNBPBYHC HYDE

MMDPOF EDE KA BOOGMOEACOOKNA IVAK
JAKEEGPORKOGOCOJ ODSKTLJ PEL1 NS JOHNNIE

P I PMNEYBOPEEOUOHKAEJ KJJ1E LIGHTENING

E FEIGKEOONA1 EANGEELMLJ ONEY LONGHORN
PINTOKEOATGERA 1 MYC1TYNEEBI NMTM PUFFBKJIGOOKEGCJLEMMEEBLINAPOG RODEO

MEHUOZGENOAPNNGHECJODGELM SHALE

1WL RAMOENLBHPLHNBPFANLL SG SLUGGO
STONEASSHALEAGMNBEBOJKDGKNIATL TEKLA

D GNKFPOI FPCBOTAGLHJJIBNOF TEMPY
E NAH1 J DFOFGGSFOGLLBOARMI D TOLSTOI

TYNE
WHITEY
ZORN
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te.

c" DeeDee Jonrowe
Humanitarian
Award Winner

So you would like a puppy? Lots
of people want a puppy or kitten.
DeeDee had one even before she was
old enough to know she would like to
have one. Her first puppy joined the
Stout Family when it was about nine
weeks old and DeeDee was six months
old.

ly years:
Dee Dee was born in Frankfurt, Germany on December 20, 1953 and passed her

early years in Athens, Greece. Because she had to have papers from the American
Embassy and because the weather was very bad, she and her mother were not able
to go to Greece until DeeDee was fifteen days old. She did not enjoy the airplane trip
because it hurt herears. As &he learned to walk, she enjoyed playing with her puppy
and chasing the pet duck.

Later, when the family lived near Washington, D.C., she and her sister, Linda,
enjoyed playing with their Springer Spaniel, Valla. She really enjoyed visiting l*r
grandparents in Virginia because they had dogs and cats. There were also lots of
cows. DeeDee especially liked to "help" her grandparents take care of the baby
calves. She did not want to leave Virginia and all the animals on the farm. However,
DeeDee was an army "brat" so the family had to move often.

In Ethiopia, the family dog was a German Shepherd, Susie. Susie liked to shake
hands with all the guests who came to visit. She did not like thunderstorms and
would hide in DeeDee's bed during a storm. When the family returned to America,
DeeDee's gratwimother in Missourihad a special treat for the girls, a Pekingese pup
which the girls named Josephine. Over the years, Josephine was able to travel with
the family to Massachusetts, Nebraska, Texas, and Okinawa. Thai-Thai, a siamese
cat, lived with the family for seventeen years, too.

When the family returned to Virginia aml had a house with some land, the girls
immediately visited the nearest Humane Society. They adopted the first dog
available, a little terrier type who had been found along the roadside and was very
frightened. They named her Priscilla. Later DeeDee returned to the HumaneSociety
and brought another terrified little Cockapoo home. She was named Nellie. They



shared their space with two horses, three cats, one rabbit, and twenty-one guinea
pigs. PASCilla, Nellie and Thai-Thai accompanied the family in their campywhen
they came to Alaska. Dee Dee's very first job wasworking in a veterinary clinic. By
now, I'm sure you realize that DeeDee grew up in a family that lovedanimals and
was tolenutt of her love for animals.

When DeeDee was in college she gill was fond of bringing home stray animals.
Thiswas a trait which often was not fully appreciated by her usually ever so tolerant
roommate. DeeDee graduated from the University of Alaska in Fairbanks with aBS

in Biological Sciences.
After graduation from college, she moved to Bethel, where she first worked for

the Alaska Department of Fish and Game as a game biologist. Later she became the
fisheries biologist for Western Alaska. In 1979, when she went to Awhorage for a
visit, she had a chance to drive a dog team and immediately knew she liked it A
friend offered to let her drive his dogs in the Women's Fur Rendezvous Race that
year. Unfortunately, the lead dog knew an okl trail which led to a very busy road
and took the team and driver out onto the highway into traffic which was very scary!
At that moment DeeDee decide she wanted her own team! She soon had five dogs.

Mushing Career:
TI* first Kuskokwim 300 Race was in 1980. This was alsoDeeDee's first big race

with her own dogs. It started in Bethel and went to Aniak and back. However,
DeeDee was lost in a storm near Tuluksak for sixteen very scary hours. Two brave
young men from Tuluksak went out to look for her. She was very cold when they
found her and took her back to their village. There the men in the village took care
of her dogs while the women worked to get her warm again.

This was very frightening for her but DeeDee continued to make plans to run
her first Iditarod in 1980. Again, very special people encouragedher along the trail
and taught her survival techniques. Because of the helpand encouragement of such
people as Don Honea, Rwly Demosld, and Warner Vent, she finished her first
klitarod in 24th place.

It has been more than ten years since DeeDee ran her first klitarod.. She has
attained many of her goals so far. Her first goal was to finish the race. She did that
in 1980. Her second goal was to finish in the top twenty. She did that in 1983 when
she finished 15th. Her third goal was to finish in the top ten. She did that in 1988
when she finished ninth. A fourth goal was to finish in the top five. She did that in
1989. On the road to attaining these goals she has also reached other mileposts. She
won the Sportsmanship Trophy in 1981 when she turned her team around anddrove
it back through water to get dog food for two mushers who has run out of food for
their dogs. She has won the Humanitarian Trophy for dog care in the Kusko 300. In
1989 she Tv only won the John Beargrease Race in Minnesota, but also won the
trophy for exemplary dog care. The same year she was awarded the Arctic Sports
Medicine Human Performance Award when she ran and walked over four miles in

front of her team to get to Nome in fourth plme. DeeDee waselated when she won
the Leonhard Seppala Humanitarian Awani in 1991 for exemplarydog care in the
Iditarod. It meant she had received special recognition for dog care inall three of the

major races she participated in.
Some people say winning isn't just coming in first. Winning is setting goals for

yourself and then working to reach them.. With this definition of winning, DeeDee
can certainly be considered a winner. Sometimes irs discouraging, but she just



keeps worldng harder and harder. Shestill has another goal she's reachirg for. Her
ultimste goal is to win the Iditarod. Pahaps someday soon she will also be an
Iditarod whmer by coming in first.

Activities

1. On a blank map of the world, mark the places where DeeDee has lived.

2. Select one of the places. Go to the library and find out more about that
place. Make a booklet showing interesting things about that place.

3. Of all the places mentioned where DeeDee has lived, where would you
most like to live? Pretend you live there and write to a friend about that
place. Be sure to explain why you especially like it.

4. DeeDee is a Fisheries Bidt. She needs to know a lot about different
kinds of fish, especially salmon. Select one species of salmon and be
ready to tell her about it. Makea sketch of your species and explain how
it is different from the other species.

5 Think about what you would do if you were lost in a storm. Share with
a partner what you would do and why.

6. Sometimes we want to accomplish something spetial,, something that
might take a long time. It is easy to get discouraged and give up. Think
about somethingyou would like to accomplish. Write it down. Now, list
steps you think you must complete on the trail to accomplishing your
goal. Put the list in your room where you can see it. Check off each step
as you work toward your goal.



Beverly jerue
Masek
Anvik Musher

Find the village of Anvik on a
map of Alaska. Wt. it do you think it
would have been like to grow up in
Anvik? It is a village Beverly can tell
you about

The Early Years:
Beverly Jerue Masek is aDeg

Miran Indian who grew up in Anvik
with seven brothers and sisters. Her
motherand father are Carl and Marsha

Jerue. Beverly can tell you what it was like to trap in the winterand go to fish camp
in the summer.

From her early years, Beverly has been acquainted with the sport of dog
mushing. Her motherused to take part in dog races, which were often part of village
celebration& She not only took part in the races, but was considered an avid and
successful musher. Because of her mother's influence, Beverly wasn't a stranger to
dogs and dog racing. She learned about the Iditarod Race from two mushers who
lived in Anvik. They were Ken Chase, who ran the first Iditarod in 1973, and Rudy
Demoski, who ran the second Iditarod in 1974. While she was still a young lady in
the village, Beverly helped Rudy Demoski aixl Ken Chase train their dogs for the
Iditarod. I bet she was really excited when Anvik was one of the chedpoints in the
1977 Iditarod!

Mushing Career:
The Gole Mines 140 Race in 1979 was Beverly's lust competitive mushing

experience. She was only 16 years old. She ran her first Iditarod race in 1983 when
she was 19 years old. Beverly says she didn't have any troublewith her dogs during
that race because she had trained them so well. She already knew about camping
in the winter too because she had had lots of experience doing that. Even the sourd
of wolves howling didn't scare her. She didn't encounter any moosealong the trail
either. However, she did end up scratching in McGrath because of an unfortunate
incident in Rainy Pass. She fell into a gully because an inexperienced musher had
camped in the trail.

In 1984, Beverly had an experience on the Iditarod Trail that no other musher



has had so far. On March5, 1984, Beverly and Jan Masek, whowas running the race,
were married at the Finger Lake checkpoint! She first met Jan Masek in 1979 when
he was in Any& to buy fish. Imagine what a beautiful wedding it must have been.
They stood in front of a musher's cal* on the banks of Finger Lake with the lovely
spruce forest and the Alaska Range in the backgrour4. CoL Norman Vaughan,
ancther well-known musher, officiated the ceremony. After the wakiing, Jan
continued running the race, and Beverly followed by small plane, tracking the
pogress of her new husband. Itwas an experience that made a real difference in her
life!

In 1985, Jan and Beverly moved to Chena Hot Springs Lodge northeast of
Fairoanks. They went there to manage the lodge. Now Beverly was doing
something slw liked to do. Also, she could continue to pursue her first love dog
mushing. It was also an exciting time to be at the Lodge because it had beenselected
as one of the checkpoints for the Yukon Quest International Sled Dog Race. The
Yukon Quest isa 1,000 mik race between Fairbanks, Alaska, and Whitehorse,Yukon
Territory, Canada.

Another exciting event took place in 1985. Michael Jan Albert Masek, was bornto Beverly and Jan. Having Mkhael didn't slow Beverly down. As a young boy,
Michael would ride in thesled with Beverly while she trained. Sometimes his father,
Jan, would watch him while Beverly was on the trail. Now thathe is okler, Michael
has his own sled and dogs, and is following the family tradition of dog =siting.
Watch for him in the Junior Iditarod in a few years.

Beverly, Jan, and Mkhael now live near Willow where Beverly is able to train.
Although she has yet to make her mark in the Iditarod, Beverly is making steady
progress towards her goals. Sbe travels to rem:4:e villages and talks to other people
about goal setting, motivation, achievement, and finishing the Iditarod. Ste tells
them about lwrself, her life in the village, the goals she has set for herself and how
hard she must work to attain these goals. She probably also tells them about
disappointments, and how she continues to work toward goals she had established
for herself. Watch for Beverly in future Iditarods.



Activities

1. On a map of Alaska, find Anvik What river is this village located on? Go
to the library and find some interesting fact about this river? Share it
with the dass.

2. What direction does the Iditarod Trail go from Anvik? What is awned
checkpoint? How far is this checkpoint? If a team is traveling about 8
miles an hour, how long should it take to reach the next checkpoint?

3. If a yard of polar fleece costs and you can make booties from one yard
of booties, how many yards of polar fleece will you need? How much
will it cost?

4 Watch the newspaper dtuing the Iditarod for a special happening in
Anvik. What happened? How would you feel if you were the musher
who received this? Why?

5. Its important that puppies have names so they can learn to respond to
those names. This is very important when training starts. Pretend you
have a new litter of 8 puppies. What would you name them? Why?

6. Take a piece of paper and divide it in half. On the top half of the paper
draw a picture of something you might be able to do to help a musher.
On the bottom half of the paper explain your picture.



Kate Persons
1991 Rookie of the
Year

How easy is it to be Rookie of the
Year in the Iditarod? Ask Kate. She
will tell you that it takes lots of training
and hard work. She will tell you that
she had other rme experience that also
!wiped her. But wait, rm getting ahead
of myself. Who is Kate Persons? What
has she done that you would like to
do?

Early Years:
Kate's hometown is Iowa City, Iowa. She lived there until she went to Portland,

Oregon to go to college. Oh, that's not exactly true either, because her father is a
retired history professor. Every summer he would take a teaching job at a different
university, either in the Lower 48 or in Europe. The whole family would go along
for the summer. Whata wonderful way to see the world! Kate says it instilled in her
a tremious love of traveling and curiosity about distant pliwes, cultures, and
ways of life that has influenced her throughout her life.

Kate always loved animals and the outdoors. Her earliest love of animals
centered arouni horses. She began horseback riding when she was four years old
and took riding lessons for many years. Although her parents were usually very
supportive of her interests, there was one thing her mother refused to do. Kate's
riding lessons ceased when the owner of the riding stable decreed that all mothas
of her students would spend one morning a week cleaning horse stalls. That was just
more than could be expected of even the most supportive mother!

Living on the edge of town, with a big woods behind the house provided a
wonderful playground for Kate. It was a great place to explore and observe animals
and nature. The shelves in her room were filled with aquariums of fish and
terrariums containing frogs, toads, turtles, lizards, salamandos and snakes- She
also had hamsters and talking parakeets. She says her greatest pal was Kiki, an
orange tiger cat her parents gave her for her 7th birthday. Hardly any animal has
gone unmentioned. How about a dog? Kate was told that the second word she
learned was "dog", but she never had a dog. In fact she didn't even like dogs for
many years because of some very bad experiences she had with them.



Kate's parents always encouraged her to pursuewhatever interested her. They

also instilled in her the ;)elief that raw couki be or do anything that she put hermind

to and efforts toward. I think you will be able to see how this has influenced her life.

They also stressed the importance of education. Their philosophy was that evoyone
spends a large part of life earning a living, therefore, it's important to work at
something you like. They impressed upon Kate that aris is more likely to bepossible,

if you have a good education. Kate followed their advice. She says it has worked

for her. Kate says since graduating from college she has mver had a job that she

didn't love!
Kate headed for Alaska the day she graduated from college in 1975. She

worked for two years in Barrow at the Animal Research Facility in the Arctk
Research Laboratory. Here she worked with many Arctic animals and met many
interesting people. She worked with a polar bear, overZ) wolves, wolverines, Arctic
foxes, lemmings, snowy owls, weasels, and a lynx. She loved taking walks with
lune," a wolf that had been raised by people She assisted scientists who came from

all over the world to study how the animals adapted to the arctic environment
Wanting to see more of Alaska, Kate got her pilot's license and bought a plane.

Although she flew all over the state, Kate found thatthe beauty of the Kotzebue area
kept drawing her back. In 1980, she moved to that area, gother first dogs, and started

a team. During the summers, she works for the Alaska Department of Fish and

Game; in the winters, she travels around northwest Alaska with her dogs.
In 1983, she took a full time job at the Sikusuilaq Salmon Hatchery on the

Noatak River. This hatchery is forty miles from Kotzebueand must generate its own
power and pump its own water. There are no roads. Travel to the hatchery is by

snow machine, ski plane, or dog team in the winter and by boat or float plane in the

summer. Oh, by the way, there are also carpentry; plumbing, and mechanical
repairs needed when Kate isn't busy with the fish.

Mushing Career:
It's hard to have a dog team and not get interested in racing. Kate's first race

was the Kobuk 220 in 1987. Although she had previously traveled by dog team for

as much as a month at a time, she didn't find racing fun. She hated going without
sleep. In fact she declared that she'd never do anything as stupid again! Well, not

until the following year when she again ran the Kobuk 220. This time she was
mentally prepared and enjoyed it so much that shedecided to run the Yukon Quest.

She has run the Yukon Quest three times, each time finishing better than before.
She has placed 6th, 5th, and 4th. The Yukon Quest is a very different race from the
Iditarod. There are only six checkpoints along the 1000 mile trail! The sleds must
be fully loaded with supplies and equipment because there is up to 300 miles to cover

between some checkpoints. There are many other differences, too.
Kate says she loves both the Yukon Quest and the Iditarod, for different

reasons. She feels the greatest challenge in the Iditarod is the stiff competition She
adds that it is very inspirational to see so many beautifully trained teams and expert
drivers. Kate's first experience in the Iditarod was in 1991. She finished tenth in her

first time around. She was the first rookie, a person runningthe Iditarod for the first

time, to cross under the Finisher's Arch in March of 1991.
There is another race that was run for the first time last year Hope 91. Hope

91 was a goodwill race with the Soviets. The race led from Nome north to the Bering
Sea coastal village of Wales where Soviet helicopters ferried the teams across the
Bering Strait to lielen(the village directly across from Wales) to continue the race.



Remember how Kate said traveling with her parents instilled in her a tremendous
love of traveling and curiosity about distant places, cultures, and ways of life? Now
you can understand why Kate says Hope 91 was the most exciting and enjoyable
adventure she has ever undertaken. It combined two of her greatest passions:
running dogs and foreign travel. She adds that it was a dream come true for her
because she has wanted to travel by dog team in the Russian Far North ever since
she started traveling with dogs.

Actually Hope 91 wasn't really a we. It's main purpose was to introduce the
volt of dog racing to the people in the Soviet Far East There were Russian musheis
who joined the American mushers at Uelen. Everyone learned a great deal from
each other. For the first 800 miles, all the mushers, both Russian and American,
regrouped to spend the night together in a village or reindeer camp. The Russian
people learned about American mushers. They were amazed at the speed of the
American dogs and the special care the dogs received.

For Kate it was a chana. to see the culture of the people and interact with them.
In most of the villages along the way, hunting and reindeer herding were the basis
of the economy. There were very few snowmachines. Dog team were the main
source of transportation. Their dogs are very different from the dogs in the
American teams. Their dogs were big, heavy, hairy, work dogs. Kate says they were
beautifully trained to do what was expected of them.

Kate says the people she met along the way were very kind. They were also
anxious to find out about us and the way we live in Alaska. She says she is studying
Russian so she will be able to communicate better with everyone when she runs in
Hope 92. Oh, yes, Kate didn't tell me, but I just happened to know she won Hope
91. I wonder why I'm not surprised that such a remarkable woman could win such
a race?



Activities

1. Select a "critter" that might have been found in an aquarium cr terrarium
in Kate's room when she was a little girl. Go to the library and see what
interesting facts you can find about that "critter". Share your facts with
the clam

2. While you are in the library, try to find a fiction book that has one of the
creatures mentioned in Kate's biography. Record the title, author, and
call number of the book. You may want to read the book and tell the class
about it. Perhaps the class can compile a bibliography of the different
books found.

3. There are 36 inches in a yard. If you use 4 inches of velcro for each bootie,
how many yards of wIcro will you need to make 500 booties?

4. The race from Nome to Anadyr in the Russian Far East,Hope 92, will be
run again this year. It will start near theend of March. Watch ftx articles
in the newspaper about this race, the people who will be in it, the race
route and the people along the way. Make a scrapbook with your
articles.

5. On a map of Alaska, find and mark Barrow, Kotzebue,Nome, Wales, and
the Noatak River. Be able to tell the class why these places are important
for Kate Persons.

6. There are no roads that go to the Sikusuilaq Springs Salmon Hatchery
where Kate works. Draw a picture showing how you think might travel
when she goes to Kotzebue. Write a caption for your picture.



Mary Ellen
"Mellen" Shea
1992 Iditarod Rookie

Rookie? What is a rookie? A rookie
is omeone who is doing something for
the first time. An Iditarod rookie is
someone who is running the Iditarod
for the first time. Mellen Shea is a
rookie.

Mellen is a guidance counselor at
West Anchorage High School in An-
chorage. If you enjoy the outdoors, I
bet you would enjoy having a tenher
like Mellen Shea. She has done some-

thing that almmt everyone with a love of the outdoors can identify with.

Early Years:
Mellen Shea liked animals and had pets when she was young. She had the

usual cats and dogs and also frogs, snakes, injured birds and a raccoon. She did have
a big problem though. Her mother would grow tired of Mellen's pets and often gave
them away. Mellensays she hated that. One particular incident she remembers was
a favorite log named "Shaggy." Shaggy was a big, black very smart dog who
learned to sit up on her hind legs, roll over, shake hands and do other tricks which
Mellen spent hours texhing her. Mellen was broken hearted when her mother
decided Shaggy had to go. In fact, she ran away from home for the whole day
because she felt life without Shaggy was not going to be much fun. Mellen thinks
that her mother's give-away-pet program is a major reason why she has had dogs
m a dog team for the last 15 years.

Shelburne Falls, Massachusetts, Mellen's family home, is a small town in the
foothills of the Berkshire Mountains. It used to be quite rural and many people had
small farms or worked in the textile factory. Mellen rermnbers it as a place with not
much to do when she was growing up, but now she sees it as a quaint little artist
town. Mellen, however, rwver seemed to be bored. She had both an older and a
younger brother. Crowing up with two brotherscan be tough. At least, it can make
you a "tough kid" if you are a girl who wants to keep up with her brothers!
Consequently, she played baseball, football, downhill skied, and threw rocksacross
the Deerfield River or rowed her boat dangerously close to the dam. Keeping up
with her brothers included climbing to the top of a 100 foot white pine tree in their



backyard and finding various ways of returning to the deep snow below.
I asked Mellen who she remembers as being a special person in heT life when

she was young. Her answer was Jim Perkins, an Iroquois Indian. Jim would tell
wonderful stories. He taught Mellen and a 6th grade friend how to Indian dance.
She saki he would outfit them in full war bonnets and take them to various
bicentennial celebrations or festivals. There they wouid dance to his dmnt She
smiles when she thinks about people thinking she was his daughter - a blue-eyed
Indian girl! Since then, Mellen has thought of herself as part Indian, at least in spirit.
Perhaps these experiences were what led her to seek adventure in Minnesota and
Canada. Says she chose the Indian name "Mini Ha Ha" which means Laughing
Water.

She is quick to add that her parents were always very supportive and encour-
aged her in whatever she tried. According to Mellen, she wasn't a particularly good
student in her early years, however, with her parents' encouragement, her self-
esteem grew and she became much more confident. So confident that shegraduated
from college Magna Cum Laude, which means as an outstanding student!

Mushing Career.
Mellen is undertaking the 1992 Iditarod for the first time, but with great

knowledge of the outdoors, dogs, and how to handle dogs. After college she spent
several years in Minnesota as an Outward Bound instructor leading wilderness trips
that sometimes lasted 25 days. Again, her Indian spirit was awakened as she
paddled hundreds of miles in areas of Canada and Minnesota. During this time she
also started to rock climb and mountain climb. Her mountain climbing experience
led her to the summit of Mt. Logan in the Yukon Territory, Canada. Mt. Logan is
19,500 feet tall.

After her successful climb of Mt Logan, Mellen moved to Willow, Alaska. She
intended to live in a Upi for the winter, but by Christmas she decided that it was a
bit cold to stay in the tipi and made other living arrangements. It was during this
time that Mellen began teaching and coaching in Wasilla and Palmer. She also met
Donna Gentry who was a major sprint musher at that time. This was to be a major
milestone in her life.

Donna gave Mellen her first mushing lesson and her first Alaskan husky. It
seemed only right to name this dog atter the first place she had lived in Alaska -
Willow. Mellen helped Donna by assisting in the dog lot by doing such chores as
cleaning the lot every day, putting new straw in the doghouses often, and carefully
feeding the dogs. Mushers always need an extra pair. of hands when hooking their
teams to the sled. When they are training, mushers may run several teams a day to
see which dogs she/he will want in the main team. They also try to run every day.
Mushers also need help when they come in from a run, taking off the dogs'
harnesses, watering them and returning them to their proper places in the lot. You
can certainly see how Mellen could help Donna! Mellen learned many things while
helping Donna with all these daily tasks In return, Donna taught Mellen the basics
of dog mushing. Mellen says she fell off the sled a lot and made many mistakes!
Even so she quickly realized that she loved dog mushing.

In 1977, Mellen began teaching in Anchorage, where she is to this day. Even
though she left the Willow area, she didn't leave her love of dogs and the sport of dog
mushing. Her first Alaskan husky, "Willow", came to Anchorage with Mellen. She
enjoyed the company of her canine friend for thirteen years. It was Willow's puppies
who made up Mellen's first dog team.
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Dog mushing is not Mellen's only sport involving dogs. She was introdwed
to skiOring when she arrived in Anchorage. Pu Ika racing is also an interesting sport
which Maw enjoys. She has also been wrint racing in local races. In fact she has
done quite well sFint rachig.She thinks she may have the only dog team in town that
can skijor, mush, and fetch a ball!

Now you see why I said in the beginning that students who enjoy the outdoors
would enjoy having Mellan Shea for a teacher or counselor. This is certainly
someone who is lives up to the saying "You can do anything you think you can dor

Activities

1. Mellen enjoys skijoring and pulka racing. Try to find out what kinds of
sports these are. Explain one of them to the class. Watch the Sports
Section of the newspaper for examples of these sports.

2. Mellen also enjoys sprint radng. Find out how sprint racing is different
from racing in the Iditarod.

3. Polar fleece is a kind of material used for dog booties. If it costs $8.99 a
yard, how much will 25 yards of polar fleece cost?

4. Look at pictures of what the mushers are wearing. Draw a picture of a
typical musher. Draw anotherpicture of what peopleare wearing where
you live. Put a caption under each explainhig why people are dressed
the way you show.

5. j m Perkins was a special person in Mellen's life when shewas growing
up. How do you think he influenced her life? Is there someone who is
special in your life? Ifso, you may want to share with the class why that
person is special.

6. On a map of the United States and Canada, find the places mentioned
where Mellen lived and/or traveled.



Other Women
Who Have Run the Iditarod

You have just read about a few of the more well known women who represent
all the women who have run the Iditarod, but there areother equally strong, lesser
known women who deserve recognition. I would like to introduce you to sonw of
these other women who have established a place for themselves in the world of dog

mushing.
There were two women who ran the Iditarod in 1974, the second year of the

race. They were the first women to ever run this race. Mary Shields was omof these

first woman to run the Iditarod. Stm now lives in Fairbanksand is still working with
sled dogs. There is a video, Season of the Sled Dog, that isabout Mary and her dog
team are life in Alaska. The other woman who ran that year was Lolly Medley. Lolly

has a harness shop in Wasilla, Alaska. She sponsors the Golden Harness Awani.
This award is presented awl year to the lead dog that displays a consistent and
outstanding quality of performance during the Iditarod.

Verona Thompson ran the Iditarod three thnes. She ran it first in 1977, and, in
1978, was one of the first two women to finish in the top twenty.

Donna Gentry was a sprint racer before she ran the Iditarod. She was also the
first woman to ever run in the "men's " Fur Rondy race. In fact she was second in
the Fur Rondy Race in 1976. Donna ran the Iditarod two times. The first year, 1980,
she came in tenth and was Rookie of the Year. Donna has also been the Race
Marshall. This is a vety important position. The Race Marshall is ht charge of all
major decisions on the trail during the race. These decisions can really impact the
results of the race. Some decisions which must be considered are weather condi-
tions, whether supplies are at the checkpoints, and, occasionally, whether a musher

should be disqualified.
Sue Finnin, who grew up in Anchorage and has been mushing dogs sh ice she

was twelve years old, also ran the Iditarod. Sue ran the lditarod times. She also

ran the Kusko 300 several times. Unfortunately, she had to stop running the Iditarod
because she has a knee injury which hurts a great deal on such a long sled trip.
However, Sue is still interested in dogs and helps train dogs for other people to run

in the List Great Race.
Diana Dronenberg is a person who has the courage of her convictions. In 1990,

Diana dedicated her race to AIDS Awareness. She said, "Just asdiptheria was a crisis
facing the town of Nome in 1925, AIDS is a serious crisis facing the entire world
today. We must do something and I feel awareness and education is a good place
to begin." There was a banner on her sled that remi, "IDITAROD., A TRAIL OF

HOPE:1925 Diptheria, 1990 - AIDS". Diana is also a participant in the HOPE event
which links Alaskan and Russian mushers. She plans to be the go-between for
students in some of our schools in Alaska and students in schools located in the
Russian Far East cities that will be Hope 92 checkpoints.

Rose Albert is a Native Alaskan woman from Ruby who has run the Iditarod.
Rose crossed the finish line at Nome in 32nd place. According to the 1983 Iditarod
Trail Annual, Rose received letters wishing her good luck all the way from Saudia
Arabia.
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Clara Phillip is horn Paris, France. She, too, has run the Iditarod and still
follows the Iditarod very closely each year. She helps her husband, also a French-
man, tmht for the race

Thee have been women mushers from other countries, too. Leslie Monk is
from England. Kari Skogen came from Vaagaa, Norway. Nina Hatvedt is another
musher from Andelvt, Norway. She pbced 19th in 1986.

Kathy Halverson is a teacher wiw ran the lditarod. Ste Is renwmbered because
she was with a group of mushers who came upon another musher who was almost
unconscious. Tixoy didn't know what was wrong with him so Kathy and several
other mushers stayed with him while another musher drove a team to the next
checkpoint. There they wee able to get a ham radio operator to send a nwssage to
get medical help for the muslwr.

Leslie Monk, faun England, finished the race once and had to scratch am time
when her boots became soaked and she coukln't get them dry. She was afraid of
frostbite which can cause a person to lose their feet. It was a very diffkult decision
for Leslie to deckle to scratch. Ste had been training a long time for the race and did
not want to stop However, if you thought you might lose your feet because of
frostbite, what would you do?

Carolyn Muegge-Vaughan has a very interesting story. She used to live in
Georgia and came to Alaska for a winter to have the experience of living in Alaslca
for a winter. She ran the Iditarod once alone and that married Colonel Norman
Vaughan and ran another Iditarod with him.

As you can see, each woman is interesting. I'm sure a book could be written
about each woman who has run the Iditaroti. They come from many places, many
bwkgrounds, and have many vocations and professions. Perhaps the three things
that all these women have in common are their love of animals, their love of the
outdoors, and the love of adventure! Most of all, each has hada dream, and each has
worked hard to make that dream come true You, too, can dream and you, too, can
make your dreams come true with lots and lots of it.A.ci work! Great dreams and
good luck!
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Karin Schmidt
Chief Veterinarian
for 1992

How does a love of critters trans-
late into being a veterinarian and a
musher? Perhaps learning something
about Karin Schmidt will help answer
this question.

Early yews:
Karin was born in Cologne, Ger-

many and came to America when she
was five old. Her parents first immigrated to Canada, where they lived for two
years, then they moved to the United States and lived in Washington, North
Carolina and Texas. Karin had decided she wanted to be a veterinarianby the time
she was six years old. She realized that it would take many years ofhard work and
studying to become a vet, but that did not stop her. She says a very tolerantmother
allowed her to enjoy all kinds of pets when she was young. She had theusual dogs
and cats, but she also had snakes, rodents, insects, and ducks. Karin said she actually
enjoyed the company of animals more than people when she was younger. Her
father's influence was also very strong. She says her parents were always
supportive of what she wanted to do. Her older brother also challenged her in
camping, climbing, repelling and other outdoor activities - a challenge, no doubt,
that she was always ready to accept. Karin went to high school, college and then to
veterinarian school in Texas. She graduated from Texas A&M University, College
of Veterinary Medicine in 1981, thus realizing the goal she had decided uponwhen
she was six years old!

The influence of her family was and still is strong in Karin's life. She wanted
to go somewhere different after graduation from veterinarian school in 1981. Like
many other independent people who want to do something"differenr, she decided
to come to Alaska. She packed everything she could get into her car and started
North. Fairbanks was her destination. There she worked her way into a job as a
veterinarian.

Mushing Career:
It's Ito surprise that Karin was drawn to the sport of dog mushing. She had

always loved animals and had a special relationship with dogs. Her first sled dog
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was a St. Bernard mix whkh she acquired in 1981. She made her first sled out of 2X6
boards and old skis! Imagine what that first sled must have looked like! I guess
Karin had a problem finding a lead dog. She says that she was really the lad dog
for the first year.

In 1984, a new katg distance race was organized in Alaska, called the Yukon
Quest. It's a race that goes between Fairbanks and Widtehorse, Yukon Territory,
Canada. Karin organized the veterinary services for this first Yukon Quest People
assodated with the race were very pleased with dog care tuwler Karin's supervidon.
They were so pleased that Karin continued as the head veterinarian for the Yukon
Quest in 1985 and 1986. Especially since this was strictly a volunteer job.

No one who knew Karin was surprised when she started to race in 1986. Since
then, she has raced in the Yukon Quest, in the Coldfoot Classic, the Kuskokwim 300,
and the Frosty Fickller. In 1989, the inevitable happened: Karin raced in her first
Idftarod. People remember that she was always concerned about other mushers and
their dogs along ate trail.

In 1992 Karin will be the head veterinarian for the ninnftg of the twentieth
Iditarod Sled Dog Race. Can there be any question that she is well qualified for this
position? As chief veterinarian her job begins well before the race ever starts. She
is responsible for selecting other volunteer veterinarians. Twenty six veterinarians
working before and during the race will be under her supervision. These vets are
men and women who are veterinarians in Alaska, other parts of the United States,
and, sconetimes, from foreign countries. They must examine every dog before it can
run in the Iditarod. There will also be veterinarians at all the checkpoints along the
trail to examine any dog that might need nwdical care. Karin will rwed to decide
WW1 vet will go to each checkpoint and make sure she/he is there.

She is working on an educational program to prepare these vets for what to
expect on the trail since many of them are unfamiliar with Alaska. She must order
all the medical supplies which may be needed along the trail. To do this she needs
to anticipate what might happen along the trail. Once the medical supplies arrive,
it is an important responsibility of the chief vet to see that all the supplies ge s. to the
many chezkpoints. Of course, Karin will also be along the trail watching for dogs
who need medkal care and dispensing tender loving care to each and every dog she
sees. I bet she will also have encouraging words for discouraged mushers along the
way. Afterall, Karin understands. She has run enough races, including the Iditarod,
to know that mushers get tired and discouraged at times.

Karin has some wonderful advice for anyone who owns a dog or any other pet.
Make sure you give proper attention to your pets every day. Be consistent! It is
critical for their well being. This includes feeding, giving them fresh water and
special one-on-one play time for each pet One very important thing to remember
in the wintertime is to make sure there is water for any dog that might be kept
outside. Trying to get water by eating snow only makes the dog more thirsty. If your
dog is kept outside, it should have a doghouse Straw in the doghouse is also very
nice. It will make the dog much more comfortable. It is also very important that your
animals have their shots. It will help prevent them from getting sick. Just remember
that your pets can be your best friend. It is very important to remember that your
pet is totally dependent on its master for a healthy and good life. Don't let them
down!



Activities

1. Sometimes a dog's feet may get Kee during a race. This can be caused by
ice balls between their toes, cc, perhaps, by a cut. Then the mushers put
booties= the to protect their feet. The musher must carry two sets
of booties for dog with them at all times. A set of booties consists
of four booties. If there are 18 clop in the team, how many booties must
the musher have with her/him?

2. If each boctie cost $.55, how much will it cost to buy enough booties for
12 dogs to have 24 booties each?

3. It is very t to take good care af your pets. Select a pet you have
or would to have and list all the things ycnt can do to utake its life
more pleasant.

4. If you live in a community wlwre there is a humane society or an animal
(=tool shelter, get someone to take you there for a visit. Report back to
the class what you saw and why animals were there.

5. Draw a picture of something nice happening to a dog. Write a paragraph
telling about your pichue.

6. Would you like to be a veterhtarian? Explain your answer.
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Activities

1. Working in cooperative learning gmups, list 5 dtaracter traits you think
an Iditarod musher should have. Stare your ideas with the &u.

2. Using the informaticet above, make a bar graph showing which character
traits the class feels are most important Discuss the reasons for your
choices.

3. How many worm have run the Iditarod more than once. Make a bar
graph showing how many times each woman has run the Last Great
Race.

4. Would you like to run the Iditarod? Give reasons for your answer.

5. Draw a picture showing something you remember about cute of the
wcanen you have read about See if others can identify what you are
showing.



Women Behind the Iditarod

It takes more than mushers, dogs and sleds to stage the klitarod. Long before
the teams appear on Fourth Avenue many people have worked long hours to get
ready for this me.

It has been said that it takes eleven support people working behind the scenes
for every combat soldier on the front line. The same might be said for the Mitered.
For every musher leaving Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, there are MANY people
worldng behind the scenes.

This section focuses on three women behind the scenes. These women are only
three of many extremely important women who make the Iditarod what it is today.
Two women started out as volunteers and are now on the Iditarod staff. They are
important links between the race and the rest of the year. Tin offer the continuity

the historical perspective needed for slr.h an operation. The third woman is
a volunteer. She accepted the challenge of developinga computer program capable
of tracldng the dogs from Anchorage to Nome. But, she isn't ready to say that her
job is done. She is constantly working to make the computer program better.



Joanne Potts
Race Coordinator

How does a minister's wife, Sunday School teacher, church deacon, former
math teacher, and general community volunteer become the Atarod Race Coordi-
nator? And, what does the Iditarod Ram Coordinator do? Ask Joanne Potts. She'll
tell you.

Volunteers have always been a very important part of the Iditarod. In fact,
there is no way to have a successful Iditarod without volunteerslots of volunteers.
Joanne began as a volunteer. She saw her first Iditarod race in 1976. In 1977 she
agreed to answer phones at the race headquarters in Anchorage, a couple of hours
a week. At that time there were only two phones. They didn't ne. as many
volunteers then, but in 1991 there were twelve phones and people answered them
twenty-four hours a day.

But, bat k to Joanne. In 1978, she volunteered to answer the phones at
headquarters again. This time she worked more hours because she now was an
"expelenced" volunteer. She had already been a volunteer the year before! By 1989,
she was placed in charge of a new race headquarters in Eagle River. This was a new
information center created because people in Eagle River were very interested in the

race. A number of the mushers came
from Eagle River, but the only infor-
mation center was in Anchorage.

By 1981, Joanne was a veteran
volunteer! She found that her role as
an Iditarod volunteer was becoming
in "around the clock" job. She wasn't
working just for two to three weeks in
March no way! It was fmm the
middle of February until the end of
March. In fact, her volunteering at
ktitarod began to interfere with tutor-
ing and substitute teaching in Anchor-
age. So, she gave up both tutoringand
substitute teaching!

Joanne's volunteering turned into
a "part-time" job when she agreed to
"fill-in" until permanent help could be
fourwl at the Iditarod office. That was
in 1982. She is now starting her eighth
year as the race coordinator. It has
become a full time position arKI Joanne
is recognized as a full-time coordina-
tor. Joanne say this title is a little de-

_oesui"41 ceiving. She doesn't really coordinate



the raw. There kr a nwe manager who cocadinates what happens on the trail.
Joanne's job is to makesure everything that pertains to the race off the trail

happens like it is suppose to happen. She is in charge of all banquets and
headquartas. Nur does a lot of public relations work with the publk and the press.
This thanks writing hundreds of letters a month to peopk all over the world. She
especially enjoys wcaking with the press. A very important part of her job the
contact with the mushers prkir to the start of the race. If a musher has a question
about something during the year, she/he calls Joanne.

Ancther important job for Joanw is to meet and talk to all the tourists vbiting
the Headquarters andmuseumat Wasilla. They have many questions. Most of them
have heard about therace and want to know more about it. There was an article in
Learning Megazine several years ago about the Iditarod. Joanne's work increased
a lot since eatn. The first year after the article was printed, over 1,000 teacluns wrote
asking fornwre information about theIditarod Race. Since then, more teachers have
written each year for information about The last Great Race. Joanne develops a
Teacher's Packet each year to send to these teachers. Time have been so many
requests that tlw Iditarod must now charge for the packets. There were over 1,500
requests for tl* packets last year. There are approximately 2500 requests for this
year! Joanne also writes mmli of the materials found in the Iditarod Runner, the
offidal publication of the Iditarod.

Joanne stays very busy in Anchorage for the first eight to ten days of the race.
This year, 1992, the race will start on February 29. After the first eight to ten days,
she hurries to Nome to see the first musher come across the finish line.

Being in a hurry sometimes produces shocking results. Imagine how shocked
Joanne was when she was arrested on her way to Nome one year. She didn't know
why! She had a hand gun in her carry-on luggage. Joanne knew that was not
allowed, however, in her haste to get to the plane, she forgot about the hand gun that
was to be a raffle prize. It took quitea bit of time and talking before she was released!
Needless to say, Joanne isiw thinks carefully about what is in her carry-on luggage.

In 1991, Joanne becamea victim of the weather. She was stuck in Kotzebue and
unable to get to No= to see the early mushers arrive. Joanne and twenty-five other
people had to listen to the finish of the race on KNOM radio at the Kotzebue Airport.
Three of the people happened to be people Joanne had written to about the nwe.
They were on their way to Nome from Kansas to see the finish of the 1991 Iditarod.
Instead of seeing the finish of the race, they spent 10 1/2 hours in the airport in
Kotzebue. I think I might have been really disappointed if I had come all the way
from Kansas to see the end of the race, and then missed seeing the first person come
moss the line. I hope they got to see some of the other people cross the finish line.
After all, everyone who finishes a race like the lditarod is a winner! Maybe not THE
winner, but certainly a winner.

When asked for her evaluation of the Iditarod, Joanne's replied, "The Iditarod
is a great event. People involved in mushing have a rapport with their animals that
is hard to find. I admire the way mushers take care of and respect their dogs. I think
the Iditarod is promoting better care for working animals and ifs a great sport for
people who don't want to play football, or basketball, or baseball. It promotes the
history of our state arxt I've always liked history." With an attitude like that no
wonder Joanne is the public relations person for "The Last Great Race!"



Activities

1. The Race Coordinator starts the race in Anchorage on Fourth Avenue.
Pretend you are the race coordinator. Your is to start a tam from the
starting lineevery two minutes. Place 14 - I is honorary, so you start
the fira real musher at 902 a.m. There are 45 teams in tlw race. What
time will musher 45 leave Anchorage?

2. With another person pretend one of you is a reporter and the other one
is Joanne. Write an interview. Decide whatquestions the "repater's will
ask and then researdt the answers. Then pieform the skit for the class.

3. Lots of tourists visit the Iditarod Headquarters in Wasilla every year.
Make a list of five questims which you think they might ask.

4. Fourth Avenue on race day is a very busy place. Draw a picture showing
what you think it might Wok like on Fourth Avenue on the day of the
Iditarod.

5. You are a reporter for a newspaper in an area where people do not know
about the Iditarod. Your editor wants you to write an article introducing
the race to the people of that area. You cannot use more than 100 words.
What would you write? Remember the what, where, when, why, and
how of reporting.

6. People are coming from California to Alaska to see the finish of the
Iditarod. They write to you requesting information about weather,
clothes to bring, and transportation from Anchorage to Nome. What
would you tell them? Don't forget both means of traveling to Nome and
cost of traveling to Nome!



Lois Harter
Communications Coordinator

Watch what you do when you try to overcome boredom! If you don't believe
me, ask Lois Harter. She's a lady who came to Alaska by way of Florida and Arizona.
Her arrival in Alaska in September of 1974 marked the beginning of a most unusual
future. In March of 1975, when Lois was complaining of boredom, a friend invited
her to come and volunteer at Iditarod Headquarters during the Third Iditarod Trail
Sled Dog Race.

Lois recalls that it was Sunday, the second day of the race. The Headquarters
consisted of a small room in the "inner sanctom" of the Anchorage Hilton Hotel in
Anchorage. This room contained several tables and two telephones. It was full of
peopb sitting around the table and talking that first day. She was introduced to
everyone and everyone seemed very nice. They told her about the communications
procedure. They told her there were licensed amateur mile 'ham" operators across
town who were communicating with otlwr operators on the trail. Then the radio
operators in Arrhorage would call the Headquartersand relay the information. Of
course, they hiK1 to explain what a "ham" operator was, an amateur radio operator
that operates a radio for pleasure, not for pay. They continued ning that this
was the main source of communication
between the Iditarod Headquarters in
Anchorage and the racers and other
people on the trail. ss

Those involved in the communi-
cations procedures provide a lifeline
for it is the only way in most cases for
the racers to communicate their needs
and wants to someone who could help
them. It was the way volunteer pilots,
"the Iditarod Air Force", was able to
know when they were needed or what
was needed. She thought the idea of
volunteering with all those people
around would be a piece of cake.

It was such fun, sitting around
chatting and occasionally taking a
phone call, that Lois returned on Mon-
day morning. When she arrived on
Monday morning, as Lois remembers
it, there was only one man in the room.
He was very gracious. He immediately
made her feel welcome and explained
how the communications worked -
again She felt very comfortable help-



ing with COMIThmications, for afta all, there would be other peop4e coming in
shortly who knew what they were doing. Or so she thought! That feeling was short-
lived for as soon as the man explained to Lois the communications procedure, he
announced, "Boy, am I glad you're here" Now I can get some sleep!" He promptly
got up and left. So, only on her second day, she found herself quickly alone at
Hatdquarters in charge of communications. By now, she waswishing that she had

paid closer attention to everything that had happened on Sunday. She wished she
knew what to do when people calk(' to send messages, or when that phone rang and
a 'ham' was on the line with a message for Headquarters!. Thus started Lois's
seventeen year career with the Iditarod. Oh yes, at one time Lois was married to an
Iditarod "ham." She, too, became a licensed "ham" In December 1987.

Lois was truly "on tlw fast track'. By race time in 1976Lois was in charge of the
Iditarod Hemiquarters. That meant she was in charge of public relations and
knistics for the entire Iditarod Race. She discovered this volunteer job started long
before the first day of the race. Bcing in charge of Headquarters meant she was in

charge of almost everything!
Until recent years, the only communications from most armsalong the Iditarod

Trail was by "ham" radio. An imnwdiate priority for Lois was to make sure there
were people who would be in chargeof radio operations at each checkpoint. It was

extrenely important to have every chackpoint covered! That was the way the
Iditarod Headquarters found out where each musher was, where all the dogs were,
and what was needed where. The pilots, who are also allvolunteers, depend on the
"ham" to let them know where they should be and whatthey need. Mushers on the
trail have depended on "ham" operators over the years for medical lwlp, supplies,
and getting information to and from their contacts at home.

Another part of Lois' job is getting all the mushers' supplies out on the trail
before the race starts. These are called "food drops" although other things are in
these drops. This is a very important early task! Before the race, mushers must
prepare food for their dogs and themselves as well as decide on additional clothes,
harnesses, booth% and anything else they might need on the trail. The next task for
the mushers is to deckle where they want to send their suppliesand how much they
want at each checkpoint Things that must be considered when making these
decisions are where they will take their 24-hour layover, how many dogs they will
probably still have at the appointed time, amd how far it is between clwckpoints.
Then all their supplies are put into bags with the names ofeach checkpoint on them.
The mushers must also be very careful to put their names on the bags, too. Maly of
them try to do something distinctive to their bags so they are easier to find.

All of this is very critical because the mushers cannot possibly carry everything
they need with them all the way. Supplies must be turned in on a specific date. After
this date, it is Lois's responsibility to get them to the correct checkpoints in good
condition. Each musher will deliver between 2500 and 4000 pounds to the Iditarod
Trail Committee. Lois recalls that this was a real nightmare one year when it was
decided that these "drops" would, indeed, be dropped by parachute instead of
having planes land and unload everything in an orderly manner. Imagine her
horror to find out that 60 to 70 tons of Iditarod mushers' supplies were strewn over
the tundra and in trees between Anchorage and Nome!

She has also had some anxious moments when pilots have been unaccounted
for or plane crashes have been reported. There was grave concern in 1989 when it

was reported that a musher was suffering from possible hypothermia It was Lois's
job to get medical help to the musher and make arrangements for his evacuation.



Fortunately a medical doctor was working as a volunteer "ham" operator at
Grayling. Lois arranged for him to be flown to Iditarod to take care of tlw ill musher
until lw mild be NMEDIVACed". Of course, slw also had to make anangemetts to
get the musher from the checkpoint In Iditarod to the clinic in McGrath, and then to
a hospital in Anchorage. By the way, later reports showed tlw musher was not
suffering frms hypothermia; he had salmonella. I'm glad to report de musher was
soon released from the hospital

Anothrs part of Las'sjob is getting the "dropped" dogs returned to Anchorage
or Nome and make sure someone takes care of them properly until tie owner or
derdgnated persai comes for them. Of course, there= the light moments, too, such
as when a plla reported Edghting someone mushing across the Farewell Burn
wearim kng red underwear. Upon closer investigation, she found that it wasn't
because the driver had lost clothes, but just that it was so hot. Being so hot, it was
extremely uncomfortable to wear all the clothes that one usually thinks of yawing
on the Iditarod Trail In March.

Lois eventually became a paid employee of the Iditarod Trail Committee. She
is now the Communkatiow Coordinator. Logistics and public relations have to be
turned over to others. In 1992, slw will have a new challenge. The FCC htis nded that
"ham' radios car= longer be used as the chief means of commtmkations along the
trail. Remember I sakl earlier that Them" operators were amateur radio operators,
so they canna compete with other means of communications. Lois and her
contmittee must put together an entire new communications system. The 1992 race
will be testing this new system.

Would you expect Lois to get very tired during the Iditarod? You bet she does!
Remember there are mushers running twenty-four hours a day, people are calling
for information, not to mention the emergencies reported on the trail. Lois must be
ready to respond to all of these things, twenty-four haws a day, for over two weeks.
Is it any wonder that Lois is very tired after the Race is over? In my view, Lois Harter,
is amber "unsung" hero behind the scenes of the Iditarod Trail International Sled
Dog Race.



Fran Hall

Computer Programmer
Fran Hall has always loved dogs and the outdoors. When she lived in the

Lower 48, she owned an AKC champion showdog which she trained and showed
herself. She also worked on AKC Obedience Training with each dog that she has
owned Over the years. Fran feels that obedience training is really fun and the dog
does not have to be a registered purebred to compete in Obedience Matclws. She also
feels that it is an excellent way to assure the safety of your dog because teaching your
dog to obey you will enable you to keep it out of dangerous situations.

She first became interested in dog racing many years ago when she lived in
Massachusetts and had a purebred Siberian Husky. Her local veterinarian used to
travel to Alaska every year to race his dogs. It wasn't until she moved to Anchorage
in Lite 1 and became involved in the Iditarod as a volunteer that she discovered
that 'her local vet' from so long ago was THE Roland Lombard - Fur Rondy legend!
Yes, dogs have always been an important part of Fran's life. I have even heard that
dogs played a very significant part in the developing relationship between Fran and
her h nd.

Hiking, camping and whitewater
rafting are other interests of Fran's.
Fran has hiked and camped all over
the United States from the White
Mountains in New England to the Si-
erra Nevada in California plus the
Colorado Rockies and the Wind River
Range in Wyoming. Wh; le living in
California, Fran also became a
whitewater rafting guide and traveled
rivers in California, Oregon, Idaho,
Colorado, the Grand Canyon in Ari-
zona, and since 1988, in Alaska!

Fran's first tour to Alaska was not
just the ordinary tourist trip! No, sir!
She rode on her own motorcycle. She
was part of a small convoy of three
people and three bikes who traveled
north from California. She says they
traveled on almost every road in Alaska
during their six and one-half week ad-
venture. Fran then says, "Alaska cap-
tured the imagination of my husband
and myself and we moved here in
1988."

4 4
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Is it any wonder that Fran, with her love of dogs, love of adventure and the
outdoors, was drawn to the Iditarod? She explains that the Iditarod Sled Dog Race
combines all three of her favorite interest& Since she isn't ready to be a competitor,
the natural thing to do is to participate as an Iditarod Volunteer.

At tlw first volunteer meeting for the 1989 Iditarod, she overheard the race
director, Joanne Potts, say that she neededa computer program to track the race. "I'll
write one," Fran offered. She says that she didn't think anyone really took Mr
seriously. However, she managed to get the software tools she needed (a complier
for lwr Macintosh) and began work justa week before the race started. It was a tough
job but since her profession is software engineering, shewas able to createa program
that got everyone through the '89 rme. She then improved the computer program
for both the 'Wand '91 races. Now she is working on a new version for the 1992 race.

When Fran first developed her computer program to track the mushers, she
had to spend long hours in the computer room She was trying to track all the
mushers and their dogs and keep the reconis current on the computer. Now, there
is a fairly regular crew of volunteers who work in the compute room. There is
always someone there during the race, entering data and preparinit; reports for the
media and the Race Information Center (phone room). Even with aalitional staff,
Fran still puts in many,many hours both improving the program she has developed
and working with it during the race.

Fran dcwsn't own any dogs right now: she is currently content, somewhat,
having two cats own her. However, she is a much sought after dog handler at the
beginning of the Iditarod, and is certainly a key component in the overall race as
"The official Iditarod Computer Programmer". This is an accomplishment that she
is very proud of. Although she is not out on the trail with her own dogs, being on
the Iditarod team in the computer room at Headquarters keeps her right on i4 of
the race from start to finish. Fran's advice to anyone who is interested in the Iditarod
is that the Iditarod provides a special situation because anyone who wants to be part
of this international sporting event can be a volunteer. It all starts with, "I can do it."
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Activities

1. Why do you think the ccenputer operators work 24 hours a day during
the Iditarod?

2. What does Fran think about obedience training for dogs? Do you agree?
Give reasons for your answer.

3 Select 8 villages along the Iditarod Trail. Graph the population of each:

POPULATION

McGrath

1(K) 1 200 300 350 400 450 500

4. Why do you think mushers would want Fran to help handle their dogs?

5. How did Fran get involved with the Iditarod?

6. Select a village along the Iditarod Trail. Try to find out if you can
communicate with them via electronic mail. If so, establish an ekcftonic
mail communications network with them. You might want to research
this before the race. During the race that school could send you messages
relative to race progress via computer



Activities

1. If 10 6 :I are dropped at Soventa, 15 at Rain Pass, 12 at Nilcolai, and 13
at th, how many dogs are dropped between Anchorage and
OPhia

2. Food drops must be ready and delivered to a designated spot by certain
days near the middle d February. Then the Logistics Coordinator is

1#11319Mns2ib501 pounds, Maher #2 has noo pounds, Musher #3 has 4000
for seeing that thing gets to the checicpoints. If Musher

pounds, Musher 04 has 3800 pounds, and Musher #5 delivers 2200
pounds to the food drop center, what is the average weight of the five
food drops?

3. Communication between a checkpoint and Iditarod Headquarters may
depend on the locatice and size of the chedcpaint . Select a village along
the Iditarod Trail. Compare your life with the life of a student in that
village. Here are some things you might want to compare.

My life in Life in

Housing

My school

Food

Transportation

Recreation

4. Select a village along the Iditarod Trail and research how you would get
from where you live to that village. Be sure you also fmd out how much
it would cost to get there from where you live.

5. Make a scrapbook of your class activities and send toa dass in the village
you select This could be a dam activity.

6. What does FCC stand for?

7. One musher became ill on the trail with salmonella. Ask the school nurse
or health aide to explain to the class the symptoms of salmonella and
what to do if you ever think you have it?



Volunteers and the Iditarod

You have read about three specific women who do very important jobs for the
Iditarod. But, there are many more people who make contributions to the Iditarod.
They do many different things.

Many of the tasks necessary to stage a successful Iditarod are done by
volunteers.A large percentage of these volunteers are women. It is estimated that
it would cost one million dollars to pay for the work done by these volunteers each
year.

Mushers need volunteets to help get their food drops ready. I have been one
of two who have helped with this task. I have also been one of 15 who has worked
on preparing everything necessary for the trail. Dog food must be packed in
packages that go in bags for each checkpoint Dogs of the Iditarod don't eat the slum
food as your pet dog. Dry dog food is packed, along with vitamins and other special
snacks. Different kinds of meats (including beaver mmt) are prepared and priced
in individual checkpoint servings. Frankly, I dislike working with beaver, but it is
an important high energy food for dogs. What about booties? Each mushers needs
about 1000 of them! Volunteers are busy every year sewing thousands of booties.
They, too, must be packaged and placed at each checkpoint. There must also be extra
harnesses, lines, snaps atui sled miners at each checkpoint. And, IN, pat about
batteries and foot medicine? Mushers need food and clothes along the way, too!
Often volunteers prepare food for the mushers to enjoy dining the race something
they can eat while riding on the runners along the trail. After all, during the time the
team is stopped, most of the musher's time is spent caring for their dogs!

Volunteers worked especially hard on the first day of the race. On the starting
day, women and men are on Fourth Avenue putting snow on the streets and putting
up fences to keep people from crowding around the dogs. There are people who
direct the dog trucks, pass out the bibs, and mark the dogs with paint Tlx,y mark
each dog to ensure that no new dog joins the team once the race has begun. Marking
each team a different way, makes it easier to tell which dogs belong to the same team.
There are also sled IwIdeis at the starting line. They hold the sled during the
countdown to the start of the race. They then release the dogs and the musher takes
off down Fourth Avenue. There are also crossing guards at street intersections to
prevent accidents. There are even security guards to ensure all the dogs and drivers
are protected!

When it is time to take the team to the starting line, it is very important to have
enough handlers to control the team. The dogs are very strong and anxious to get
started! It is best to have at least one person for every two dogs. There must also I*
someone on the "second sled," the sled tied behind the front sled during the first part
of the race. This person rides behind, usually as far as Knik, to help in case the
musher needs assistance. There might also be people in both the main sled and the
second sled going up to the starting line. This extra weight helps control the team.

There is a checker at each checkpoint. Many of the checkers are women. They
sign the musher in at each checkpoint and make sure that the number of dogs in the



team are the same as were in the team at the last stop. They must also check for
mandatory gear the things each musher must have. Ifa dog needs to be removed
from the team for any reason, the checker makes note of this and makes sure the dog
is properly cared for until it can be taken to Anchorageor Nome.

We have talked about the importance of "ham" radio operators already. They
are the people who operate the amatem radios during the Iditarod race. They have
been very important during the past nineteen years of the Iditarod. They were the
communications network that let the Iditarod Headquarters know what was
happening along the trail. There have beenmany times over the years when "ham"
operators sent messages of great need from the trail. Because they are "the lifeline
of the trail," these volunteers must be available 24 hours a day during the race.

Remember the veterinarians who check all the dogs before the race? They also
check the dogs at every checkpoint. The dogsare finally examined at the erwi of the
race to ensure they are still healthy. The veterinarians are all volunteers too. They
come from all over the world.

Back at headquarters many volunteers work at the Race Information Center.
This is where people call to fmd out where their favorite musheris in the race. Radio
stations call from all over the United States. Individuals call from all over the world!
The Race Information Center has received calls from Florida, Georgia, Arizona,
Iowa, Montana, Idaho, Washington, and Paris in just a couple of hours. Yes, Paris

Paris, France. Once, a woman called from Australia, and someone called from
South Africa! It is understandable that there are twelve telephones and people
answering them 24 hours a day. You can also see why so many volunteers are
needed.

Money the Iditarod needs money. The race cost about two million dollars
each year. That doesn't include the value of the volunteers time. That is actual



dollars! rme way money is raised is by selling sweatshirts, t-shirts, cups, and all
ldnds of things that pertain to the race. Most of the people who raise momy weals°
vohmteers. They wcnt long hours raising money, especially dull% the race and the
State Fair in Palmer. Every morning, they put their things out for people to see, and
each night pack it all away for the next day. This takes a lot of time, but it's a source
of income to use toward race expenses.

There are many people in the villages who help with the race. Some of the most

Important wonderful people are the peopk who mark the trails, and keep them
open with their :mow machines. This helps the mushers from getting lost. There are
also those people who help with the supplkasand getting thingsready in the villages.
They make sure there are resting places for the teams and the food dropsupplies are
available. They are also very grackrus to the people who visit their villages. Until
the 1992 race, the villagers opened their homes to the mushers. They prepared hot
food for the mulduss and gave them a warm place to rest. They even gave them a
place to take a shower. Starting with the 1992 Iditarod, all the teams will becorralled

kept in 3 special area at exit checkpoint.
The "Iditarod Air Force" has always been very important. They are the

volunteer pilots who use their own planes to help mushers along thetraiL One very
important task for the "Air Force" is to fly dogs home from along the trail. They
might also fly medicine to a musher who is sick Additionally, they fly the trail to
make sure nothing is wrong.

The night before the race, when each musher draws for her/his starting
position, there is a banquet Many volunteers help that night. There is also a banquet
in Nome at the end of the race. Many people help prepare for that banquet too. In
fact, because all mushers may not have arrived by the time the first banquets is held,
there is usually more than one banquet in Nome. The first banquet is usually held
72 hours after the first musher crosses the finish line in Nome. They have another
one for mushers who arrive later.

As you can see, there are many people involved in the Iditarod! There were
more than a 1000 volunteers who helped with the race in 1991! Everyone who helps,
feels as if she/he has a small part in the excitement of the race. The Iditarod is not
just a race, it is a part of what Alaska stands for adventure, people working
together, people and animals working together, women and men working together,
all ethnic groups working together, all ages working together, and people from all
over the world working together! Where else can you find an event of this
magnitude? Where else can you be a part of something as great as "The Last Great
Race The Iditarodr
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Introduction:
The Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race takes place in Alaska during the month

of March. The mushers usually leave Anchorage on the first Saturday in
March. Nome is their destinationbut there are many checkpointson the way.
Some of these checkpoints are villages, some are just a cabin, and some are
merely a tent which has been set up just for the "checkers" to use while
waiting for the mushers to come. There is always a lot of excitement attached
to the race. In Alaska, the newspapers and TV media follow it closely and
have daily reports about the race and the areas through which the race is run.
It is a wonderful opportunity for students of all ages to learn a tremendous
amount about the areas of Alaska throup which the race is run, and the
different peoples and their lifestyles, while having great fun doing it.

Each student who takes part in the Iditarod Geography Race will keep
a journal. It should include a blank map of Alaska cr which each geography
"musher" keeps a daily record of her/his progres.i.

To increase interest in the race, each participant will draw the name of a
real musher and try to travel faster than their real musher is going. This will
be an additional incentive for the geography musher to research and record
her /his findings as rapidly as possible.

Grade Level: Can be adapted for any grade level

Objectives: Students will be able to:
1. Explain the Historical background of the Iditarod.
2. Identify on a map of Alaska the various places which are

checkpoints for the Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race to
Nome.

3. Tell something about the location and place of each
checkpoint

4. Explain the human/envirorunent relationship of at least
50 percent of the villages.

Helpful materials:
Map of Alaska
Alaska magazines
Newspaper accounts of the Iditarod Race
Iditarod Trail Annual
Alaska Almanac
Materials to make a "sled"

1-1
5 2



Procedure
1. Each geography musher will keep a journal of her/his progress. It

shoulcl include
a. Histcwical information including

Date of the caiginal serum run
Purpose of the original serum run
Importance of the Alaska Railroad relative to this serum run
Results of the mum run

b. A blank map to record student's progress
c. Map to record progress of the Iditarod musher
d. Bac each checIpoint record the

Relative location
Sonwthing about the place
Population
Means of transportation to get to location
Ma* means of transportation in the area
Terrain
Any other interesting informafion
Pictures

Give source of your information

2. Have a law map of Alaska in the classroom where each student who is
participafing can move her/his sled along the route as research on each
area is completed. The first person who arrives in None is declared the
winner. However, since the fvst twenty mushers who arrive in Nome
receive awards, you may wish to recognize a number of your geography
mushers. You might want to give some "special" awards, such as the
most unusual informatim, the mc6t unique Ournal, best art work, most
sources quoted, etc.

3. As the requirements are completed for each checkpoint, the geography
musher can move her/his sled along the trail to that checkpoint on the
map.

Enrichment Activities:
1. Have a musher visit the school or your classroom and tell the student

about the race.

2. Adopt a musher and help her/him ready for the race by making
booties, and/or helping prepare f for the musher.

3. Write notes of encouragement to various mushers and mail them to the
different checkpoints.

4. During the race, watch for unusual circumstances which may emerge
and have students react to them. How would they have handled their
team/themselves under those circumstances?

5 3
1-2



Idlterod Checkpoints
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Goal:
Read 1049 pages on appropriate reading level during the month of
March, The Month of the Iditarod.

Objectives:
1. To encourage more recreational reading.
2. To encourage an active interest in the history and geography of

Alaska.
3. To encourage reading, of the newspapers and active watching of

TV to learn about Alaska.
4 To encourage the completion of any commitment made.

Materials Needed:
1. Large wall map of Alaska with the current lditarod Trail dearly

marked on it
2. Legend telling distance between checkpoints
3. Pins
4. Sleds or dogs made of felt or construction paper
5. LOTS of books
6. 5X8 cards

5 6



Procedure:
1. Explain to the students that they may have their own Iditarod

Race to Nome. Their race will be a reading race. They will try
to read faster than their real musher is traveling. Each page in
a book will be equal to one "musher" mile. Explain that the
books need to be on their reading level (You may use your own
judgement here as to level). Have them 0 tv you or suneone
else their books and get your O.K. just like all the dogs must be
checked by veterinarians before they can run in the race.

2. Students sign up to "race" to Nome.

3. The day after the Iditarod Mushers draw for positions, have the
stucksts draw for their musher. Each student will have a
counterpart real musher. The students will be following their
special musher ind reading trying to beat their musher to
Nome by reading faster than the musher is traveling.

4. Sindents will select their books or pages to total 1,049 prior to
the vet chec (when the dogs must be checked by the vets to
make sure they are healthy and well enough to start the race).
The teacher or helper can then glance quiddy at the books to
decide if they are "healthy" (grade levd) for the reading race.
These books will then be listed by the "reading musher" on the
student's card and held until the Friday afternoce preceding
the beginning of the Iditarod Race on Saturday. They may then
pick up their books that Friday before they leave wiwol.

5. As the students read to a checkpoint, they bring the book in and
are "checked" (asked a question or two about the book), move
their sled, and continue reading.

6. Prizes may be given for first readers into Nome and dny other
special recognition that you might be able to generate.

All students who sign up should be reminded that it is a commit-
ment a tough commitment - and if they sign up, they are expected
to finish unless illness or school work requires them to "scratch".



Making Booties

tx$
CD

I. Pieces Needed
A. Bootie - size of pattern
B. Velcro - 1 1/2 inches of Hook side, 2 inches of loop side
C. Elastic - 3 inches

IL Sewing
A. Cut out Bootie

1. Use polar fleece or trigger cloth
2. Sew smooth seams
3. Make relatively tight stitclws - stitch twice
4 NO HOLES! THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT!
5. 'him seams and threads
6. Turn right side out
7. "Quality Control" - Check very carefully for holes

B. Velcro & Elastic
1. Whm placing velcro on bootie, leave 1/2 "
2, Sew one piece velcro to elastic
3. Attach loop,"gripper", piece of velcro to one side ofbootie
4. Attach other piece of velao & elastic to other side of bootie

a. May glue velcro to material first
b. Then sew
c. Insert 3 fingers, fag:ten velcro. Bootie should fit snugly.

NOTE DO NOT sew anything into seaman!!

III
5 S

"lip" above velcro



Dog Biscuit Recipe

Here is a recipe for dog biscuits. You may wish to make some for a
mushers's dogs, or you might want to malce some for your very own
dog.

Rover's Rewards

3/4 Cup hot water or meat juices
1/3 cup margarine
1/2 cup powdered milk
1/2 teaspoon salt (optional)
1 egg, beaten
3 cups whole wheat flour

1. In large bowl pow hot water over margarine.
2. Stir in powdered milk, salt, and beaten egg.
3. Add flour, 1/2 cup at a time, mixing well after each addition.
4. Knead 3 to 4 minutes, adding more flour if necessary to

make a very stiff dough.
5. Pat or roll to 1/2 inch thickness and cut out with CHEF

FIDO Dag Biscuit Cutter.
6. Place on a greased baking sheet and bake at 325°for 50

minutes.
7. Allow to cool and dry out until hard.
8. Makes approximately 1 1 /4 pounds.

Courtesy of
CHEF FIDO PRODUCTS
P.O. Box 260994
Lakewood, Colorado 80226
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Student Information Packet on the klilasod Race
by the Iditarod Trail Committee of Wasilla

Introduction

The Iditarod
The last Great Race on Earth

You can't compare it to any other competitive event in tlw world! A race over
1049 miles of the roughest, most beautiful terrain motiwr nature has to offer. She
tkows jagged mountain ranges, frozen rivers, dense forests, desolate tundra and
miles of windswept coast at the mushers and their dog twins. Add to that the
temperatures far below zero, winds that Qin crime a complete loss of visibility, the
hazards of overflow, long hours of darkness and trewherous climbs and side hills,
and you have the IDITAROD, A RACE EX1RAORDINAIRE, a race only possible in
Alaska.

From Anchorage, in southcentral Alaska, to Nome on tlw western Bering Sea
coast, each team of 12 to 18 dogs and their musher cover over 1049 miles in two to
three weeks.

It has been called the Last Great Race on Earth and it has won worldwide acclaim
and interest. German, Spanish, British, Japanese and American film crews have
covered the event Journalists from outdoor magazines, adventure magazines,
newspapers and wire services flock to Anchorage and Nome to record tne excite-
ment. It's not just a dog sled race... it's a race in which unique men and women
compete. Mushers enter from all walks of life. Fishermen, lawyers, doctors, miners,
artists, natives, Canadians, Swiss, French and others; men and women each with
their own story, each with their own reasons for going the distance. It's a race
organized and run primarily by volunteers.., thousands of volunteers.., men and
women, students and village residents. They man headquarters at Anchorage, Eagle
River, Fairbanks, Juneau, Nome and Wasilla. They fly in dog food and supplies.
They act as checkers, coordinators, veterinarians and family supporters for each
musher.

Iditarod The last Grad Race on Earth - The Spirit of Alasim!
More than a Race... A Commemoration

The race pits racer and animal against nature, against wild Alaska at its best and
as each mile is covered, a tribute to Alaska's past is issued. The Iditarod is a tie to
a commemoration of that colorful past.

The Iditarod Trail, now a national historic trail, had its beghmings as a mail and
supply route from the coastal towns of Seward and Knik to the interior mining
camps at Flat, Ophir, Ruby and beyond to the west coast communities of Unalakleet,

Golovin, White Mountain and Nome. Mail and supplies went in. Gold came
out. All via dog sled. Heroes were made, legends were born.

In 1925, part of the Iditarod Trail became a life saving highway for epidemic-



stricken Nome. Diphtheria threatened and the sennn had to be brought in; again by
intrepid dog mushers and their faithful hard-driving huskies.

The Iditarod today is a commemoration of those yesterdays, a rot-so-distant
past Alaskans honor and are proud of.

An Event for All Alaska
Anchorage is the martin line a city of over 200,000 people, street lights,

freeways and traffic. From there the fiekl of dog teams which grow in number each
year, nms to Eagle River to Checkpoint #1. After a restart in the Matunuska Valley
at Settler's Bay, the mushers leave the land of highways aixi bustling activity and
howl across the Susitna River to Rabbi Lake and Skwentna aryl then up! Through
Finger Lake, Rainy Pass, over the Alaska Range and down the other side to the
Kuskokwim Rive. Rohn Roadhouse, Nikolai, McGrath, Ophir, Cripple, Iditarod
and on the the mighty Yukon a river highway that takes the teams west through
the antic tundra.

The race route is alternated every other year, one year going north through
Cripple, Ruby and Galena, the next year south through Iditarod, Shageluk, Anvik.

Finally, theyre on the coast Unalakleet, Koyuk, Ellm, Golovin, White
Mountain and into Nome where a hero's welcome is the custom for musher number
1 or 61.

The route encompasses large metropolitan areas and small native villages. It
causes a yearly spurt of activity, increwed airplane traffic and excitement to areas
caerwise quiet and dormant during the long Alaskan winter. Everyone gets
involved from very young school children to the old timers who relive the colorful
Alaskan past tlwyve known as they watch each musher and his team. The race is ar
educational opportunity, an economic stimulus to these small Alaskan outposts.

It's Beginning
The Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race first ran to Nome in 1973, after two short races

on part of the Iditarod Trail in 1967 and 1969. The idea of having a race over the
Iditarod Trail was conceived by the late Dorothy G. Page. In 1964, Page was
chairman of the Wasilla-Knik Centennial Committee and was working on projects
to celebrate Alaska's Centennial Year in 1967.

She was intrigued that dog teams could travel over land that was not accessible
by automobile. In the early 1920's, settlers had come to Alaska following a gold
strike. They traveled by boat to the coastal towns of Seward and Knik and from there,
by land into the gold fields. The trail they used is today known as the Iditarod Trail,
one the the national historic trails, so designated by Congress of the United States.
In the winter, their only means of travel was by dog teant

The lditarod Trail soon became the major "thoroughfare" through Alaska. Mail
was carried across this trail. People traveled this trail in getting from one place to
another, and supplies were transported via the Iditarod Trail.

But soon the gold mining slacked off, people began to go back to where they had
come from, and suddenly there was less travel on the Iditarod Trail. The use of the



airplane in the late 1920's signaled the beginning of the end for the dog team as a
standard mode of transportatitm, and ofcourse with the airplane carrying the mail,
there was less need for land travel. The final blow to the use of the dog team came
with appearance of snowmobiles in Alaska.

By the mid 60's, most people in Alaska didn't even know there was an Iditarod
Trail or thatdog teams had playeda very important part in Alaska's early settlement
Dorothy Page, a resident of Wasilla and self-made historian, recognized the im-
portance of an awareness of the use of sled dogs as working animals and of the
Iditarod Trail and the important part it played in Alaska's colorful histcay.

She presented the possibility ofa race over the Iditarod Trail to an enthusiastic
Joe Redington Sr., a muslwr from the Knik area. Soon the Pages and the Redingtons
began promoting the idea of the Iditarod Race to the extent that Joe and Vi Redington
moved to the Knik area from their homestead at Flat Horn Lake BM they havenever
moved back.

The Aurora Dog Mushers Club, along withmen from the Adult Camp in Sutton
helped dears years of overgrowth from the first nine miles of the Iditarod Trail in
time to put on the first short Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race in 1967. A $25,000 purse
was offered in that nxe, with Joe and Vi Redington donatirg one acre of their land
at Flat Horn Lake adjacent to the Iditarod Trail to help raise the funds. (The land was
subdivided into one square foot lots and sold with a deed and special certificate of
ownership, raising $10,000 toward thepurse. Cr ntestrnts from all over Alaska and
even two contestants from Massachusetts entered that first Iditared Race, buta mw
comer, Isaac Okkasik, from Teller, Alaska, won the race with his team of large
working dogs. The short race (approximately 60 miles) was put on again in 1969.

The goal was to have the race go all the way to the ghost town of Iditarod in
1973. However, in 1972, the US. Army reopened the trail as a winter exercise aml in
1973, the decision was made to take the race the 1,000 plus miles to Nome. Redington
and Page were instrumental_ in getting that first long Iditarod on its way to Nome in
1973, amidst comments that it couldn't be done. There were many who believed it
was crazy to send a bunch of mushers out into the vast uninhabited Alaskan
wilderness. But the race went! Twenty-two rnushers finished that year and to date,
there have been just over 350 finishers. Mushers have come from Canada,
Czechoslovakia, Frame, Great Britain, Gennany, Switzerland, Norway,Italy, Japan,
Austria and Australia as well as from about 20 different sates in this country.

The late Dorothy G. Page, the "Mother of the Iditarod" is quoted in the Cktober
1979 issue of the Iditarod Runner on her intent for the Iditarod:

*To ktvp the spirit of the Iditarod the same. I don't erxr want to stv any high
pressure people getting in and changing the spirit of the race. We brought the sled
dog backand inarase the number of mushers. It is reallyan Alaskan Ivent. I think
the fact that it starts in Anchorage and then ends in Nome has opened up a whole
new area for people in Alaska. I think they appreciate that. It puts them in tout*
with the pioneer spirit."



Iditarod Today
The race has started in downtown Anchorage since 1993. The 20th Annual

Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race begins on Saturday, Febniary 29, 1992 at 9 a.nt The
teams leave the start line at the corm of 4th awl "D" in twominute intervab. Nearly
80 teams are expected.

The mushers follow bike trails through Anchorage and out to Tudor Road.
They mush akmg the Glenn Highway into the VFW post in Eagk River. From there
the dogs are larded into the dog trucks and taken to the re-start in WasMa, at the

airpmt, behind the DiStA shorphrg center.
Mushers may leave the re-start area four hours after their arrival into Eagle

River. The first =slier into Eask River will arrive around 11:30 and so the first
musher mat of the re-start will be about 3:30 in the afternoon. It takes three or four
hours to get all the muslwrs on their way from the re-start.

They then travel to Knik Lake, the last checkpoint on the road system.
Spectators may drive the 15 miles from Anchorage to Eagle River and the ap-
proximately 30 miles from Eagle River to Wasilla. It's about 13 miles from Wasilla
to Knik. Once the mushers leave the Knik checkpoint, they are off the road system
for the duration of the race.

It is impossible to predict the exact day or time that the first musher will cross
the finish line in Nome. However, we expect it to be between 11 and 13days, making
it on Wednesday or Thursday. Four time champion, Susan Butcher, completed the
1990 race in record, 11 days, 1 hour, 53 minutes and 23 seconds.

Behind the Scenes
It takes so much more than a field of willing mushers and anxious sled dogs to

run the Iditarod Trail Race. With the annual budget of two million dollars, the
Iditarod Trail Committee depends on a hard working force of volunteers and
supporters to raise tlw necessary money all year around. An annual sweepstakes is
held. This volunteer force and the loyal supporters from both the private and
business sector make the race possible each year.

Information headquarters are set up in Anchorage, Fairbanks, Nome and
Wasilla during the race to disseminate information and race standings to thepublic
Volunteers staff each of the 20+ checkpoints. HAM radio operators, some of whom
spend their vwations on the trail, set up a complex communications net that covers
thecourse offering logistical support, emergency cornmunicationsandan information
source for race officials. The "Iditarod Air Force" is a fleet of small privately owned
bush planes flown by volunteers, shuttling dog food and mushers` supplies toeach
checkpoint, moving veterinarians and race officials up and down the trial, hauling
tired dropped dogs back to the makar pickup points. A group of veterinarians from
all over the United States, and sometimes even from Europe, take time out from their
busy practices to assist with dog care duties along the trail. Trial breakers on snow
machines precede the field of mushers, cutting trail, marking trail, packing trail in
windswept areas, trying to give each team a safe path to follow.

Without these volunteers, there wouldn't be a race. Their efforts save the
committee thousands of dollars which would be impossible to raise. Their dedication
and involvement is what this truly Alaskan event is all about.



On the Trail
Every musher has a different tactic. Each one has a special menu for feeding and

snacking the dogs. Each one has a different strategy some tun in the daylight,
some run at night. Each one has a different training schedule and his own ideas on
dog care, dog stamina and his own personal ability.

The rules of the race lay out certain regulations which each musher must abide
by. There arecertain Fdeces of equipment each must have i.e. an arctic parka, a heavy
sleeping bag, an axe, snowshoes, musher food, dog food and boots for each dog's
feet to protect against cutting ice and hard packed snow injuries.

Some mushers spend an entire year getting ready and raising the money
needed to get to Nome. Some prepare around a full-time job. In addition to planing
the equipment and feeding needs for three weeks on the trail, hundreds of hours and
hundreds of miles of training have to be put on each team.

Therearenames which areautomatically associated with therace. Joe Redington,
Sr., prime founderof the dassic and affectionately knownas 'Pather of the lditarod".
Rick Swenson from Manley who is the only 5-time winner, the only musher to have
entered 16 Idftarod races and never finished out of the top ten. Dick Mackey from
Cold Foot who beat Swenson by one second in 1978 to achieve the impassible photo
finish after two weeks on the trail. Norman Vaughan who at the age of 84 has
finished the race four times and plans to go again when he's 85; Four-time Iditarod
winner, Susan Butcher, was the find woman to ever place in the top 10. And of
course, Libby Riddles, the first woman to win the Iditarod in 1985. There are others

Herbie Nayokpuk, Shishmaref; &mitt Peters, Ruby, 1975 champion; the flying
Anderson's, Babe and Eep, from McGrath; Rick Mcwkey, who wairing his father
Dick's winning #13, crossed the finish line first in 1983, making them the only father
aid son to have both won an Iditarod; Joe Runyan, 1989 champion and the only
musher to have won the Alpirod (European lersig distance race), the Yukon Quest
(long distance race between Fairbanks and Whitehorse, YT) and the Iditarod; Terry
Adldns, retired from the United States Air Force, the only veterinarian on the first
Iditarod and now one of two mushers to have competed in all but two Iditarod races
(thc other is Joe Redington Sr.). The list goes on, eachname bringing with it a tale of
adventure, a feeling of accomplishment, a touch of hero. Ewh musher, whether in
the top ten, or winner of the Red Lantern (last place) has accomplished a feat few dare
attempt. Each has gone the distance, won the race, established a place for the team
in the annals of Iditarod lore.
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Exaard
Spirit of Iditarod Award

Presented to tlw person who has demonstrated the ideals of the klitarod and
whoselife and guiding philosophy preserve that spirit for future generale*.
In the best traditkm of the original 1925 nm, the ideab of the race are mirage,
peseverance, compassion, and a respect for the wiklemess and man's
delicate balance within that Anyone connected with the race from a
musher to a volunteer is eligibk to win. Norman D. Vaughan was the first
winner in 1989. The second whmer was the late Dorothy G. Page, "Madar
of the Iditarod," who &bad in November, 1989. The third winner will be
announced at the drawing banquet prior to the start of the 1991 race.

Lemthard Seppala Humanitarian Award
Alaska Airlines presents a crystal trophy to the musher who, in the eyes of
the veterinary staff, demonstrates the best care of his dog team under
competitive :acing conditkms.

Quality Performance Award
Budweiser awards the Quality Performance Award to the winner and the
top placing rookie. These trophies are presented at the awards banquet in
Nome.

to DI (ik Award
0; rod's newest sponsor, Dodge Trucks, will award a 1991 Dodge Dakota
't the first musher into the Skwentna checkpoint.

Masco= Halfway Trt
Alascorn honora 0* first musher into the "halfway" point (alternating each
y ear between the Iditarod arkl Cripple checkpoints) with asilver trophy and
$3,000 in silver ingots. This is presented to the musher upon his anival into
the checkpoint, and again at the awards banquet in Nome.

Yukon Clarion Hotel Award
The Clarion Hotel Anchorage honors the first musher to reach the Yukon
River (alternating between Anvik and Ruby) with a seven course gourmet
meal. Served on china and crystal with wines for each course, it is prepared
and served by the Executive Chef, General Manager and Rooms Division
Manager from the Clarion Hotel. Additionally, the musher will be presented
with a $2,500 cash prize and trophy after the dessert course. This award will
be presented again at the Nome banquet.

Rookie of the Year
Jerry and Clara will present $1,500 to the first rookie into Nome. The award
will be presented at the banquet in Nome.
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Safety to Nene
This awani is presented by the Nome Kennel Club for the fastest time fiDorn
Safety to Nome. The $500 prize will be presented at the banquet in Nome.

IAMS' Sportsmanship Award
lams will present one ton of lams Eukanuba Dog food and a trophy to the
musher win) exhibits the best sportsmanship along the trail. This award will
be presented at the banquet in Nome.

Gokien Harness Award
A golden harness, crafted by Lolly Medley, will be presented to the out-
standing lead dog of the 1991 Iditarod. This awani will be presented at the
banquet in Nome.

Red Lantern Award
The Red Lantern Trophy goes to the last musher to cross the finish line. This
is presented at the last banquet by the National Bank of Alaska.



Alaskan Musher's Dictionary

Lead Dog or Leader
Dog who runs in front of others. Generally must be both intdligent and fast.

Double Lead
Two dogs who lead the team side by side.

Swing Dog or Dogs
Dog that nms directly behind the leader. Further identified as right or left
swing depending on which side of the tow line he is positioned on. His job
is to help "swinge the team in the turns or curves.

Wheel Dogs in Wheelers
Dogs placed directly in front of the sled. Their job is to pull the sled out and
around comes or trees.

Team Dog
Any dog other than those described above.

Mush! Hike! All Right! Let's Go
Commands to start the team.

"Gee"
Command for right turn.

'Haw'
Command for left turn.

Come Gee! Come Haw!
Commands for 180 degree turns in either direction.

Whoa!
Command used to halt the team, accompanied by heavy pressum on the
brake.

Line Out!
Command to lead dog to pull the team out straight from the sled. Used
nvstly while hooking dogs into tem or unhooking them.

Tow Line, Gang Line
Main rope that runs forward from sled. Generally made of polyethylene or
nylon. All dogs are connected to the tow line by other lines.

Neck Line
Line that connects dog's collar to tow line and between the two collars of a
double lead.

Snub Line
Ropc attiKhed to the sled which is used to tie the sled to a tree or other object.

Tether Line
A long chain with shorter pieces of chain extending from it. Used to stake out
a team when stakes aren't available.

Tug Line
Line that connects dog's harness to the tow line.

Toggles
Small pieces of ivory or wood used by Eskimos to fasten tug lines to
harnesses.

Trail'
Request for right-of-way on the trail.
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Sta Ice
Metal or wooden post driven into the ground to which dog is tied.

Snow Hook or Ice Hook
Heavy piece of metal attached to sled by line. The mow hook is embeckied
in Ow snow in order to hold the team and sled for a short period of time.

Stove Up
Injuxed, generally temporarily. Applies to both musher and dogs.

Dog in Basket
Tired or injured dog carried in the sled.

Rigging
Collection of lines to which dogs are attached. Includes tow line, tug lines
and neck lines.

Runners
The two bottom pieces of the sled which come in contact with the snow. They
extend back of the basket for the driver to stand on. Runner bottoms are
usually wood, covered with plastic or Teflon. This plastic or Teflon is usually
replaced at least once during the race.

Booties
A sort of sock that is made to protect the dog's feet from small cuts and sores.
These are made out of various materials, i.e., denim, polar fleece, trigger
clothe, etc.

Slats
Thin strips of wood which make up the bottom of a wooden sled basket.
Note: Toboggan sleds have a sheet of plastic as the bottom for their basket.

Husky
Any northern type dog.

Malamute
Term often used by old timers for any sled dog. Larger husky.

Pedaling
Pushing tlw sled with one foot while the other remains on the runner.

Indian Dog
An Alaskan Husky from an Indian village.

Siberian Husky
Medium sized (average 50 pounds) northern breed of dog, recognized by the
American Kennel Club. Siberians usually have blue eyes.

Shovel
Implement used (mainly by musher's spouse) to clean dog lot

"Strawirqr
Taking out old straw, churning dog house and putting new straw in. (Work
usually done by musher's spouse).

Perhaps Ws best to skip some of the language used by drivers when their leader is
distracted and leads the team off the trail, or the team becomes tangled for some
lesson. Let's just say that in addition to the above voice commands, various other
colorful expressions are used.
NOTE: It should be thoroughly understood thatas dogs ar not driven with reins, but
by spoken orders, the leader of the team must understand all that is said to him and
guide the others accordingly. An intelligent leader is therefore an absolute necessity.
At times it appears that there is E.S.P. between musher and ked dog. Don't be
surprised if you hear a musher have an in-depth conversation with his lead dog.
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1991 Checkpoints

(Promundation, Population and Facts of Interest)

Anchorage
Porilation 190,090. Makes it Alaska's largest city with a full rangeof transpor-
tation and hotel accommodations. The race Martsdowntown onFourth Avenue.
Interesting side trips during March include Portage Glacier ordownhill skiing
at Mt. Alyeska, both less than an hour's drive south, or head north to Hatcher
Pass for cross country skiing and to explore the remains of Independence Mine.

Eagle River
Population 24,852. Here the mushers unharness their team and thwk them to
the next checkpoint for the Restart. The reason... the traditional lack of snow on
the "Flats" towaid Palmer and open water on the Knik River.

Wasilla
Population 4,028. Home of the 'Restart" From here the mushers begin
traveling the historic Iditarod Trail. A good place to photographami intervkw
mushers as they can't leave until four hours after they check into Eagle River.

Knik (Kuh-N1K)
Population 272. Home of Joe Redington, Sr., tlw "Father of the klitarod," and
the Knik Museum with the Mushers' Hall of Fame, a must for the first-time
press people covering the race. From here the mushers leave civilization and
roads behind and begin their adventure into remote Alaska.

Skwentna
Population 114. Located near the confluence of the Skwentria and Yentha
Rivers. The checkpoint is located at Joe and Norma Delia's log house, also
known as the Post Office. There is a store and limited lodging nearby.

Finger Lake
Population 2. In the heart of the snow country, here it is not umommon tohave
10 feet of snow on the ground. The checkpoint is a tent camp across from the
cabin where Gene and June Leonard lived until they left the state this summer.
Barry and Kirsten Stanley, long time Iditarod supporters and volunteem are
now living in the cabin at Finger Lake.

Rainy Pass
Population 2. This area represents the highest point on the Iditarod Trail as It
passes over the majestic Alaska Range. Located on Puntilla Lake it is the
guiding operation of Vern Humble. Known as Rainy Pass Lodge, it is cl9sed
down at this time of year. They allow us to use one of their cabins 4or a
checkpoint awl another for mushers to rest in. One of the tow spots along the
trail for spectacular scenery.
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Rohn Roadhouse
This area is tied with Rainy Pass as having the most spectacular scenery. The
gateway to the interior, Rolm Roadhotare marks the transition point where the
mushers start to venture into the flatlands of the interior, along with dropping
teiapendures.Stuated near theconfiuence of the South Fork of theKuskokwim
and Tatina Rivers, tho area saved as ow of the original Iditarod 'nail Road-
houses for the dog teams canying mail, etc. The actual roadhouse isgone, so
we use a cabin built in tlw 1930's for our checkpoint. Note Mwt press
mistakenly refer to this arRohn River checkpoint but there is no Rohn River.
It's Rolm Roadhouse. Most mushers take their mandatory 24-hour layover
here, before heading across the bleak but treacherous Farewell Bum area. No
facilities or lodging are available at Rohn.

Nikolai (NIK-o-lye)
Population 109. This is the first of many nadve villages along the Iditarod
Thee is a villap store at the far end of town across the airstrip, and limited
lodging is available thro igh advance booking. Tlw checkpoint is located in the
Community Hat

McGrath
Population 528. Located near tne confluence of the Kuskokwim and Takotna
Rivers, this thriving community has two stores, a bar and a restaurant. It's the
last chance to buy aviation gas until you reach the coast at Unalakleet. As
mentioned earlier, all the native villages along the trail are dry, and it's illegal
to bring alcohol into the community even for personal consumption. Limited
lodging is also available with advance booking.

Takotna
Popubtion 38. Situated on the banks of the Takotna River, this town hasa store,
restaurant and a bar. This is one of the smallest towns with one of the biggest
wekomes.

Ophir (OH-fur)
Now a glutst town, it took its name in 1980 from a nearby placer creek, one

of a dozen streams in Alaska to be named by Bible-reading prospectors, for the
lost country of Ophir, the source of King Solomon's gold. Many items and
artifacts still remain untouched. The checkpoint is at Dick and Audra Fonsgren's
cabin.

Iditarod
This ghost town, once a bustling community ofover 10,000, was the heart of the
klitarod mining district, from whence the trailgot its name. Dog teams hauled
supplies and mail into this area and were then laden with gold for their return
trip out. Betweet 1908 and 1925, about $35,000,000 in goldwas taken fimn this
ans. NO bid since gold was worth arourwl $20 an ounce in those days. Iditarod
marks the official half-way point in the race, signified by Alascom's presenta-
tion of the half-way award.



Shageluk (SHAG-a-look)
Population 139. The mum is an Ingalik Indian now meaning "village of the
dog people; and when the Iditarod hits town, that is especially trtn. Adolph
Hamilton, who lives here, helped race organizers find the original' trail to the
town of Iditarod, even though he had only been over it once, many yaws before
with his father, as a small boy. The cluackpoint is in the community halL

Anvik
Population 82. The first checkpoint on the famous Yukon River, Ow kingest
river in Alaska, stretching 1,875 miles from its headwateis in the Yulum
Tenitory of Canada to the Bering Sea. The church bell signals the arrival of the
first musher into this picturesque village. Two stores can be found here. The
checkpoint is in the lodge. Limited accommodations are available.

Grayling
Population 208. This will be the last village checkpoint the mushers see until
they rewh ICaltag, 130 miles further up the trail. There Ise village storehere. The

checkpoint is in the old community center.

Eagle Island
At this checkpoint the musher finds his constant battlewith cold winds on the
Yukon River about half over, but it's still a long 65 miles to the nextcheckpoint
Ralph Conaster's cabin, the only dwelling in Eagle Island, is thecheckpoint

Kaltag
Population 240. This town signals a brief respite from the drivingwinds as the
trail from here leads overland through Kaltag Portage to the colet of Norton
Sound where the winds take on new meaning. Kaltag is the home of Virginia
Kalland, widow of Edgar Kalland who was one of the original =fibers who
helped carry life saving diphtheria serum along this trail 60 years ago. She also
owns ow of Kahn's three stores. Note: The location for mushers check-in is at
Rkh Burnham's house, but the official checkpoint and gathering spot is the
community hall about a block away. Please don't treat theBurnham home as
a clwickpoint.

Unalakleet (YOU-na-la-kleet)
Population 714. Situated on the coast of Norton Sound, just north of the

Unalaldeet River, this village is the largest community on the lditarod Trail
between Eagle River and Nome. Two well stocked stores as well as two
restaurants can be found here along with limited lodging by advance booking.
The trail is now entering the gateway to the Bering Sea and from here on the
mushers can expect sudden storms and an ample supply of wind. The
checkpoint is in front of the A.C. store.

Shaktoolik (shak-TOO-lick)
Population 178. One look down the street at the snowdrifts will tell you this

is one of the windiest stretches of the trail. The store is across from the school.
From her 'e trail continues overland for a short distance, then leads the



mushenz cad onto the ice of Norton Bay, one of the mt.. treacherous segmemts
of trail that the musher may have to contend with The checkpoint is at the
armory.

Koyuk
Population 231. Once this checkpoint is reached, the mushers can breathe a
sigh of relief as almost all of the rest of the bail is at least over land. The
checkpoint is the city HalL

Ulm (13E4um)
Populatim 264. The checkpoint (at least at the time this went to press) is at the
home of Lincoln Moore (check at the store for directions). From here the trail
heads over the hills of the Kwiktalik Mountains inland a little ways to the next
checkpoint on Golovin Bay. The checkpoint is at the home of the checker. Ask
at tl* village store.

Golovin (GULL-uh-vin)
Population 127. The checkpoint is located at the Teen Center. Golovin has one
store Prom here the trail heads across Golovin Bay, then overland to the next
checkpoint.

White Mountain
Population 180. Just 77 miles from Nome, this village is located on the banks of
the Fish River. It takes its name from that of a picturesque nearby mountain.
Checkpoint is located in the community hall building up the hill from the store.
Accommodations are available at White Mountain Lodge.

Safety
The last checkpoint before Nome, just 22 milesaway. Here the mushers are on
the coast of the Bering Sea and travel on the beach most of the way to Now.

Nome
Population 3500. The end of the Iditarod Trail! Prospectors established this
Seward Peninsula dty as Anvil Creek in 1889. A yaw later gold was discovened
in beach sand, and it became a boom town, home of 30,000 gold seekers The city
was renamed Nome in 1899 after a nearby point on Norton Sound, which got
ib name in 1853 when a British Navy cartographer mbinterpreted a chatt
notation and recoil:bad it as Nome. The gold rush atmosphere still abounds,
especially when "Iditarod Fever" hits town with the entire community turning
out to welcome tim muslwrs and visitors alike to their community. Numerous
stores, restauzants and bats line infamous "Front Street," but bilging is at a
premium. If the Nugget Inn and Polaris Hotel are full, check with the Nome
Convention and Visitors Bureau for the availatility of "bed and breakfast"
acconunodations.
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Biographical Information
on Women Mushers in 1990

Susan Butcher Manley, Alaska
Four time Iditarod winner &man Butcher is back for Iditarod 19. Her lst place

finishes incluck 1986, 87, 88 and 90. The 34 year-old came to Alaska in 1975 from
Colorado to work co a nuisk ox farm. During the first two years she accunurlated a
15 dog kennel and started training. In 1977 she met Joe Redthgton Sr. and trained
with him for her first Idkarod in 1978. Since then she has also competed in and won
many other mces mit as the Norton Sound 200, aw Kusko 300, the JohnBarrgrease
Race th Minnesota and the Arctic Coast 200.

Susan lives north of Fairbanks with her husband, David Monson, the 1988
winner of the Yukon Quest Together they operate "Trail Breaker Kennels." Susan
says, "I pride myself in taking the best care and spending the most time with my dogs
of all long distance races. My lead dog training and love of my animals are the
reasons for my success. I have fantastic dogs to work with." If she wins Iditarod 19
she will be the only musher to have won the race 5 times.

Pat Danly Trapper Creek, Alaska
Entering her fourth Iditarod in five years, Pat Danly is not in the Iditarod for the

numey. itather, she enjoys "the personal challenge" of the race and racing the dogs.
The 40-year-old State Highway Technician and amateur radio operator entered her
first Mitered in 1986 where she finisluKI in 50th place. Danly, who finished an
improved 39th in 1987 and an even better 31st in 1989, moved to Alaska in 1975 from
Magi), Minois.

DeeDee jonrowe Willow, Alaska
Iditarod 19 will be Dee Dee's 9th race. Born in Germany in 1953 while her father

was in the service, she arrived in Alaska in 1971. She graduated from the University
of Alaska in Fairbanks with a BS in Biologkal Science and currently works as a fleet
assistant for Trident Seafoods. She became interested in mushing in 1978 while
living in BetheL Her mother has been a race volunteer for many years Dee Dee's best
Iditarod finish was 4th place in 1989. She has also competed and done well in the
John Beargrease (with a 1st place finish in 1989) and the Kuskokwim 300.

"The majority of my dogs have been raised by myself from two prominent
bloodlines, Butcher and Firman. Iditarod has offered a wonderful opportunity to
travel through Alaska annually and compete with my favorite animals. I enjoy the
villages and all the people that make the race happen on the trail. I appreciate a
chance to enjoy God's creation and depend on his guidance."

Peryll Kyzer Willow, Alaska
A native Alaskan, Peryll, 37, is a rookie in the 1991 lditarod. During the past ten

years she has been employed as a farmer and is a member of the Alaska Dairy Goat
Association.



Beverly Masek Rustic Wilderness, Alaska
Twenty seven year old Beverly Jerure Masek was born and raised in Anvik,

Alaska. She spent much of her youth working with dogs, and mashing has been kr
main interest most of her life. Beverly felt the early influence of her mother, Marsha
Jerue, who was well known locally in Anvik as an avid and successful musher. 1990
was Beverly's rookie and she finislwd in 35t11 place.

Beverly was married to Jan Masek in a coma:my along the trail in the 1984
Iditarod Race. They have a four year old son named Michael wimp also enjoys
mushing even at his young age. They own and operate their dog kennel in Rustk
Wildeness, akmg the Big Susitna and Deshka rtivers. Beverly lists her hobbles as
traveling, camping, fishing and hildng.

Catherine Mormile Anchorage, Alaska
Catherine Moraine, 32, will be sharing the Iditarod experience with her

husband, Donakl. They will both be rookies. Originally from New York State,
Catherine is a physical therapist at Independem Park Physical Therapy in An-
_ ,rage. Catherine came to Alaska in 1985 and states that Alaska is the best place
they could ever have picked to live. "Alaska is perfect for all my interests in life,"
Catherine admits. The Mormille's have been training for their first Iditarod with Joe
Redington, Sr. Catherine win drive Redington's Team 04 from Anchorage to Nome.

Kate Persons Kotzebue, Alaska
Kate started her first dog team in 1981 after moving to Kotzebue. Originally, the

dogs were just a means of getting out to enjoy the beauty of Northwest Alaska, but
have proved to be a perfect combination of her greatest interests: the out of doors and
animals. Kate wondered how long distance racers were able to trave1100 miles or
more a day while Mr dogs could only manage about 40.11w racers dearly knew a
lot more about getting the most out of their dogs than she had been able. NI learned
more about dogs and dog mushing preparing for and running my first race than in
five years of mushing prior to that," Kate said.

For racing the Iditarod, Kate's hoping to pick up a few pointers from the
pm's. Kate, 37, wrote in her Iditarod 19 application that her goal for the race
"is to figure out the puzzle of maintaining my team's speed and enthusiasm
through to the finish and to run a competitive a race as we are capable of."

Lynda Meaner Palmer, Alaska
Lynda, age 41, began sprint racing in 1981 in the 3 dog class. She continued on

to mid distance, Own entered fuer first Iditarod in 1990. She has moved around the
state and done many things from 'Unending to substitute teaching." The mobility
has allowed her to train in different corditions including the terrain surrounding
Barrow.

She is the mother of two grown sons and enjoys horse training and animal
husbandry. Her father, who passed away told her "Nothing is impossible if you
want it bad enough." Lynda wants to nm the lditarod with dogs she has raised and
trained.

Kathy Swenson Two Rivers, Alaska
Iditarod 19 will be Kathy's first Race. A rookie to Iditarod, she is no rookie to

dog flushing. Kathy has competed in many races including a first place victory in
the 1989 Alpirod. Kathy and her husband Rick operate Trot-Along-Kennels.
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Jr. itilterod Fourteenth Anniversary

In order to enter "The Last Great Race," the kitarod Trail Sled Dog Race, one must be 18 years
old.

In 1977, there were a number of younger mustiers who waded to "mush the Iditarod Trail. A
group of these yotmg peorie got together with %be Redngton, Sr. to the and Idtamd for Odor
=shwa This race, known as the Jr. IdRarod, is now in its 11th year. early organizers were Kari
Clauson, Kenny Pugh, Clarence Shockley and Erft Seem).

The a. Mind trail is 130 mikm long. Mushers travel the 85 mfts to Yenina Station over the
historic kMamd Tran and return.

When a musher turns 14, hWshe is eNple to commie in Me Jr. kfltwod. These
often have their own towns and are Many responsftki for training them. Accorftg to Dee , the Jr.
ldtarod is a 'race founded with tthe idea of giving young adult mushers a choice between sprint and
dstance musting and to heti train young mushers to run the much longer race, the 'gnmd-daddy of an
long dstano races: the Idtarod."

Many of the Odor mushers have gone on to compete In the Iditarod. Tim Osmar, three time
winner of the Jr. Idtarod, will comete in the 1991 Idltarod Trail Sled Dog Race. Karl Clauson, Rome
Gilman, and Clarence Shockley are a few other former Orliors who have gone on to race 1049 miles to
Nome.

In October of 1987, a formal amement was signed, ofitlaily making the Jr. Wind pail of the
Iditarod Trail Comae..

The race begins in Sig Lake, Febmary 23 at 11 am.

Jr. iditarod Mushers 1990

1. Aaron Burmeister, Nome Alaska

2. Ray Redington Jr. Knik, Alaska

3. Jhan Haddeland Seward, Alaska

4. Troy Ace Buffalo Mine, Alaska

5. Simon Kinneen Nome, Alaska

6. Julia Flodin Chugiak, Alaska

7. Cimaron Smyth Big Lake, Alaska

8. Brian Hanwn Anchorage, Alaska

9. William Barron Big Lake, Alaska



Iditarod Trail International Sled Dog Race
Official 1991 Rules

PRE-RACE PROCEDURE

1. Sign Up and Entry Fon The entry fee is $1,249.00, U.S. Payable on a after June 30. 1990. Entries
will be received by the Iditarod Trail Committee (ITC). PO Box 870800. Wasn't', Alasia 99687. This enny fee
must be received by the ITC or postmarked by midnight, January 15, 1991. Payment of the $1.249.00 U.S.
constitutes the musher's imam to enter the race and acknowledges that the masher agrees to comply with these rules.
Upon written request, mashers withdrawing horn the race prior to Mummy 15, 1991, may recover$1.000.00 refimd
from the entry fee. After February 15, 1991, no part of the entry fee will be refundid. Mashersmaim =der the
name of a kennel or sponsor must indicate the temadve musher's name with their entry. Muskies awn must be
confmned prior to the masher's meedng. The ITC reserves the right to reject entries not in conforaance with these
rules. Entries may be the nr in pentm, by proxy or by mail. Mailed entries will be :worded
alphabetically Dor southern in reverse alpliabetkal order for northern route races. Envmns applying in
person will be recorded in of appearance prior to the mail recording. _EauxigancrantshilinuaLia

II I.J -
2. Masker Qualifications: Must= must be 18 d age as of the starting date for the 1991 race. Rookie
mashers must ninth with their ifflication written proof of the completion of an ITC sanctioned raceof at kart
200 miles. Two hundred miles in a previous Iditarod race may be substitund for this qualifkation. Rookie mushers
will be notified of acceptance or rejection under this ride within 30 days of applicatice. Rookiescompleting their
qualifying race after entering must notly the NC prior to Febniary 13. 1991. to conkm their entry.
3. ITC Membership: All masher nuns be members in good standing of the ITC by Febtuary 15, 1991 in order
to be eligille for the 1991 race.
4. Shipping of Food: A minimum ci four pounds of dog food per dog rni. each checkpoint designated Class
A mid two pounds to those checkpoints designated Class 13 must be shipped through the 11C by 8:00 A.M. on
Felnuary 13, 1991. Those checkpoints designated Class C may also isceivc food through the food shipment at the
masher's option. Musher's food and other personal items may be Aimed with the dog food shipment. Each masher
must comply with shipping directions provided oy the ITC. Each container must be cleply marked with name and
destinsion and must weigh no more than 70 pounds. No boxes of any kind may be used as the primary containr.
No straw, charcoal, fuel or other =bumble material amy be shipped through the ITC kid drops.
5. Veterinary Pre-race Examinations All &its will undergo a physical examtnation heft= the race starts.
The examinations will be performed by an ITC authorized veterinarian. Oily dogs thm me found to be in good
health will be permitted to run in the race. All examined= must be done within 7 days prior to the start of the
race. All dogs entered in the race must have current parvo, rabies and distemper vaccines. Prod of distemper and
parvo vaccination must come from a veterinarian, certified technician, health aide or in the form of a detailed
shipping invdce proving purchase of an apreopriate amoun of the types of vaccine along with a statement by the
musher stating that he has vaccinated the dogs. The distemper/paves vaccine mast be a modified live virus vaccine
and must have been given between April 1, 1990, and 14 days prior to the veterinary pre-check. Proof of rabic;
vaccine must come horn a licensed veterinarian or certified technickm. Rabies vaccination must have been after
April 1. 1988. All proof of vaccination must be presemed to an authorized ITC veterinarian on the day of the pre-
race examination. The 'Oficial pre-race examination date and Oace will be announced by the ITC.
6. Masher's Meeting and Drawing: All mashers must attend the entire mashers' meeting prior to the
mashers' banquet and be present so draw a starting position at the banquet. The time and place for this mains will
be mmounced by the 1TC. The drawing for posit" will be divided in halt The first half of the total mashers to
enter will draw for the fkst half of the starting positions. The second haif of the told mushers entered will draw for
the second half of the starting positkes. In the event of an odd number of envies, the odd number will be included in
the last half the the drawing. All rookies must attend the official rookie meeting to be scnduled by the ITC.
7. Purse: The ITC has established a $300,000 purse for the 1991 race to be distributed as follows:

1. $50,000 6. $15,000 11. $9,500 16. $6,500
2. $39,500 7. $14,000 12. 59,000 17. 56,000
3. $32,000 8. $13,000 13. $8,500 18. 55,500
4. 524.500 9. $12,000 14. $8,000 19. $5.000
5. $19,000 10. $11,000 15. 57,500 20. 54,500

Each musher finishing beyond 20th pia= will receive $1,000. In the event less than $300,000 is available for prize
money, the purse for each place will be reduced proportionately.
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8. Claim Each masher agrees to hold the 1TC. race smears, and other contautom (that is, sponsors and
conalbutare al the Race Commisee as from the sponsors of the individual ambers) harmless from
any claim ar clammul bend ae any legged or inaction by die masher, Ids dogs, agents, ar tithes acting In his
behalf. The masher also agrees to Meese the kilned Tad COMTISM Incorporated, we sponse= and dmir agents
and empktyees Ilum ny claim or demand flunking nom *Any to dm dropped dosi and misplaced bad and supplies.
Further, the lamed Dail Committee has the unqualified and umenicied mehority to anthorin the Oat "sphkqg
and collection of inlbanarkm about dm race and all participles therein, sad to use aidi photographs and infommthia
for adverdsks, public relations, or other puldicky purposes. Eacb masher BIM sign say sod all documentsas may
be requested by the Mimed Mail Committee. These documents must be executed et the nanshate meths.
9. Race Starts

a) The official stetting dme mid time kw die 1991 sace vAll be Mash 2, 1991, at 900 ain. in Anchors,.
Alaska. The mce will be held as schethded regardless of weigher condition. The awing place may be
changed by the nice maishal and judps due to weather andior trail conditions. A handler will be mquked at
the steaks line. A bander may be required as thr as Eagle River at the &crake of the Race Menu&

b) Tim mean time shall be determined by a four (4) hoar time lapse born snivel at the Ea* Rher check:dm
10. Race Timing: For elapsed time purposes, the race will be a common start event. Each mutter's elgeed time
between Anchorage and Nome will be calculated using 9:00 a.m., Saturday, March 2, as the stetting time. 'barns
will klave the starting line at staggered interials and the time differential will be adjusted during the 24-hour
mandatory layover. Any mustier who cannot leave the stating line ki the order *awn must stait 2 mhtutes after the
masher who drew last lace has left. Succeeding late am teams will leave in succeed* older m 2 mimeo intervalx
Time dila:semi& for lam starters will be calculated accceding m their scheduled suirthq time rather than the actual
starting time.
11. Dog Taw All dogs leaving the starting line will be marked andlor noted with tags or markers provided by
the ITC. Only current tap me permitted. Dogs must be listed by name and tag numberilener on the 'team list'
povided by the ITC
RACE PROCEDURES
12. Checkpoints; Each musher must personally sign in at each checkpoint before continuing except at the
Wasilla restart. Gear will be checked at all checkpants =me Eagle River, Wasilla, Knik and Safety.1991
Checkpoints

1. Anchorap *" 9. fordiolai ** 18. Kakis **
2. Eaghi River to** 10. McGrath ** 19. thialakleet **
3. Wadi, se* 11. Tektites 20. Shaktoolik **
4. Keil *It 12. OP* " 21. Koyuk **
5. Skwenta ** 13. trimmed ** 22. Elim sit
6. Finger Lake ** 14. Shagelak ** 23. Golovin *
7. Rainy Pass ** 15. Anvir ** 24. Whhe Mountain **
8. Rohn Roacthouse ** 16. GraYling ** 25. S..:ety **

17. Eagle Island * 26. Nene *

OM*

NO DOG DROP.
DOG DROP TIC RESPONSIBILITY.
DOG DROP - MUSHEWS RESPONSIBILITY.

CLASS A (4 POUNDS)
Rainy Pam
Rolm
OPhir
Nimrod
Grayling
Kalov
Unalakket
Shaktoolik
White Mountain

CLASS B (2 POUNDS)
Skwenma
Nikolai
McGrath
Shageluk
Eagle Iskuid
Koyuk
Elim

L1ASS C (OPTION)
Finger Lake
Tacna
Anvik
Safety
Nana

No supplies may be shipped to Golovin. Teams may pick up supplies at their own responsibility at We River,
Wasilla tx Knit

1991 Wind Saxton! Information Packet



13. Twentrfour Hour Slops Each masher must take one midst:ay 24-hour stop during the race. The 24-hour
stop mey be taken at the masher's optlim at a dme most beneficial m the clop. The checker must be notifkid by dm
muster that he is taking his 24 how stop. Time begins upon notification. The starting differanial will be adjusted
chains each team's 24 hour atm. Each musher must personally sign in and om to start and complete the mandatory
stop. It is the masher's raponsibility tO MN& fOf thC Cltuft 24 h011f period PhIS Shake diffaClIthtl. Tht) ITC Vial
give each musher the iequired time infommtion prior to leaving the stoning line.
14. Six Hour Mandatwy Stop: Each =thee must take one six (6) hour stop at Whim Mountain. During this
stop, each team is subject to a veterinary check. Each masher must sign in and mu to stwtand complete this stop.
15. Promotional Material: The ITC may require each mushw to carry we container ril' pranoticatal material,
not to exceed five (5) pounds, over the trail. Each masher will be required tO waif th6 bib in a visible &Abe kw
the Safety checkpoint to Nome, and the winner shall continin to wan the bib thrash the bead dog ceremony. To be
considesed an official finishes', a masher must comply with this rule. All pranodlnal material, except the bibs,
must be retuined to the ITC at the finish line, w in the case of mushers who scram, to the checker accepting the
=she's scratch form.
16. Sled: Each musher has a choice of his own sbd subject to the requirement that scsme type of sled ce toboggan
must be drawn. The sled or toboggan must be capable of hauling any injured or fatigued dogs, mulacover, plus
equipment and food. Breaking devices mint be consuucted to fit between de runners and not to extend beyomi the
tails of the minas.
17. Mandatory Items:

Each musher must have with him at all times dm followill item
1) Proper cold weather shaving bag weighing a minimum of 5 lbs. or with a manufacturer's rating of -

2..TF or lower:
2) Axe, head to weigh a minimum ri 1-3/4 lbs., handle to be at least 22. long
3) One pelt of mow shoes wkh ltdndinp, each shoe to be at least 33" long and 8* wick;
4) Any promotional material pmvkled by the ITC;
5) Eight booties for each dog in the sled or in use.

DOG PROCEDURES
18. Jurisdiction and Care: Dogs are wafer the jurisdiction and care of the chief veterinarian and his staff from
the time they enter the staging area w the stan until 72 hours after the team finishes in Nome or are scratched or
disqualified. This ,knisdicdon ends when the team is removed frau Nome.
19. Shipping Dropped Dome Mushers may drop dogs at designated bg days. Dugs dropped at checkpoints
will nmnially be moved to the closest dog collection area at Amin:met McGrath, Galena. Unalakleet, or Nome.
Dogs will be shipped front the collection area to a location designated oy the musher at the musher's expense.
Dropped dogs left unclaimed at Eagle River °auctions! Center past fair days after their arrival will incur boarding
charges at the corral tate.
20. Dog Minimums: A mother muw have at bast 7 and no more than 20 clop on dm tow line to start the race.
He must have at kast 5 (bp on the tow line at all times. Dogs may not be added to a team after the start of the race.
All dogs must either be on the tow line or hauled in the sled and cannot be led behind the sled or allowed to run
loose.
21. Switching of Dogs: Dogs may not be switched between mushers after teams have been marked on race day.
Any dog to be ear:hinged before marking, but after the veterinary pre-check, must be ',wised to mee officials prior to
being marked. Switched dogs must retain the current otiginal ITC washer or tag.
22. Dog Care: The chief veterinarian may penalize a musher if proper dog care is not maintained.
23. Unmanageable Teams: Mushers may seek the aid of others to matml an unmanageable team.
24. Driverless Team: Each team and driver must complete the entire race trail including checking in at all
required location. A driverless team or loose dog may be sttniped and secured by anyone. The driver may ircover his
team either on foot, with assistance bum another masher or mechanized vehicle and continue the race. If a dog team
is picked up during an emergency, it is the race marshal's discittion as to whether Of not that team must be returned
to that point if it is to continue the race. Motorized assistance must be repccted to an official at the next checkpoint.
If mechanized help is used, the team or this must be returned to the point where it was ion before the main or dog
may contir ue.
25. Hauling Dogs: A musher may not allow any of his dogs to be hauled by another team. Does must be
haukd in a humane fashicai, and must be covered if ections require.
26. Teams Tied Together: Two ee more teams may not be tied together except in an emergency. Any team so
involved must notify officials at the next checkpoint.
27. Pacing: Pacing is not allowed. Pacing includes any outside influence which affects the speed of a team except
for following another competing team ar an official race vehicle such as one of the Iditarod Anchorage to Nowe
snow machines.
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Mgeriand Vehicles A masher shall not accept assistance from any motorized vehicle, except incidesnally
in a chadvoint or when *wavering a loose dog or driverless mam.
29. Sinker Aw Dew Dogs may not be brougls into baikrmgs excep for modkal examinadon ca treatment.
Dogs mio be returned (amide as sow as such examination or treat:nem is completed odes the dog is dropped ftom
the ace.
30. CRUEL AND INHUMANE TREATMENT: TliERE WILL B8 MD CRUEL OR INHUMANE
TREATMENT OF DOGS. CRUEL OR 1NHUIVIA4E TREATMENT INVCI.YES ANY ACTION CU INACTION
WHBCH CAUMIS lafiVEN1TABLIS PAIN OR SUFFERII43 TO A DOM
31. Injured, Fatigued or Sick Dogs Ail injused, fatiputd or sick dogs do we dropped from the nice must bo
left at a designated dog &op with a completed and signed draped dog form. Each *mud dog must be left with four
(4) pounds of dog food and a reliable dais or cal* (of the official leoph) and collar. Cables most have a snap
swivel. A veterinarian may prevent a dog from leavin a checkpt*a kr =kcal teams. Obtainin accessory
veterinary care for drooled dogs is the mushees arapamibility. (If emergency neatment or shVmem is necessary as
authorized by the chid veterinarian, die musher is tesponsble for the cost.)
32. Expired Dogs: Any dog dim expires on the wail must be taken by the musher to a checking:It. The masher
may transport the dog to either the checkpoim just passed, or the upcoming checkpoint. An expked dog mon must
be Completed by the masher and presumed to a race official alms with the dog. All expired dogs will be attoptied by
an ITC veterinarian. The cost of all pathological tests will be paid by the number.
33. Shinal Devices Signal whips can be xi longer than 36. Whips must be kept out of sight of another team.
No signal devke may be used to adversely affect another teams' wows.
34. Harnesses and Cables Dop must leave checkpoints with functional, non-chafing hmaesses, blushers
must cany calge tie-out lines or have cable in thek towline capabk of scuring the team.
33. Drug Urs No injectable, oral or topical drug which may suppress the signs of illness or injury may be used
on a dog. No other drugs or other artificial meansmay be used to drive a tbg or cause a dog to perform or attempt P3
perform beyond its newel ability.

The folbwing drugs are prohibited:
1. Analgesics (ptescriptive and non-prescripive)
2. Anti-inflammatory drugs including but not limited to:

a) Conico-stuNds
b) Andprostaglandins
c) hke-steroids
4 Salkylates

3. Central nervous system stimulants
4. Cough suppressants
5. Anesthetics
6. Diuretics
7. Anabolic steroids
8. Muscle teiaxants
9. Injectable anticolimsgics

10. Antihissunines
Sedatives and local anesthetics are prohibited for use by musherm however, these drugs may be used by trail
veterinatians and the dog may be allowed to continue at the veterinarian's discretion.
Dogs are subject to the collection of urine or blood samples, m the discretion of the vemeinarkin, at any point from
dm pre-race examination until four (4) hours after the teams finish in Nome. The masher or a assignee will remain
with the dogs. All results will be sealed and signed for before the tests me considered complete.
Muslurs must assist dm vetainarian in collecting samples whenever requested. If blood or mine testing of a dog
reveals any of the praibi.ive drugs in the dog, this rule has been violated, regardless when such drugs were
administered to the dog.
The external use of DM50 and topkal corticoneroids are limited to use on the feet.
The xactice of blood doping, i.e., injection of whole blocd, packed blood cells or blood substitutes, is illegal and
any confirmation of use is a violatice of this rule.
Race veterinarians may utilize any of the listed drugs ce any other drugs necessary to maintain a tbg's health,
however, sam.h dogs will be withdrawn from ihe race. The use of general anesthetics will not be allowed in any form
unless the dog is withdrawn from Um race.
Pasmal prescritnitms written for and carried by dm masher may not be used ma the dogs.
MUSHER CONDUCT
36. Good Samaritan Rule: A musher will not be penalized under rule number 26 or rub number 45 for aiding
another musher in an emergency. Incidents slxxild fr ,-.77P. -sce cifecials at the next checkpoint.

1991 kjltaroo l xi nation Packet
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b) Mummy penalties may be imposed up to SlA00 per vicdation. Such penekies may be deducted Bons
prize Ramey. A musher with unpaid fines may maws &sum Idimod moss nail such flas ate pelt

c) Censure: The Board of Moors, fallowing coneslaion of the rece, may cam a maim for mow A
came tiny include a wankel, eider public of pont% and may eliminate the maw dons Mum
races. A wino waning, monetary pawky or disqualifiesie§ men hive occurred beine ceases.

d) Time Penalties: Time penalike of up to a modem= of one (1) hour may be levied where an
Imintendonal rule infraction gains the masher a time advantage. Time penalties will be added to the 24-
hour layover or to te 6 hour layover st White Mon. No dm psalm be levied afire White
Mount*.

e) Disquelificatione Meehan shall be deqesilikel for rule inllracdass /waiving cruel and inhumane
tremens of animals or fin chatting or deliberate rule MBank= which gives a musher an enfar
advantage over another rusk& Qua or inhumane ammo involves any ectioa, leca as. IdcklaS a
dog, or Inaction which canes preventable pain or suffering to a dog. It is intended do die nearest
involved clinkl be included on die pand. The masher will be given the owes* to present his cese
to each member of the paid prkir to the decision. A masher may be allowed to comings acing whiks s
decision is being male, except in cans involving cruel or haunt= umment.

56. Appeals: Mashers may appeal warnings, censure, or monetary floes. Appeals pertahling to warnings or
monamy fines must be premised in writing to the ITC within 10 days Endowing the maids beams. Appeals
penniang to censure must be presented to the TIC in writing whisks 10 days after receipt of the MAW by the
mustier. Appeals will be considered a en initanal hearing bane so appeds bond appointed by tin pedant of ITC
which will be held within 30 skis of filing the appeal. Appeal's boad finings will be On& 'There is so appeal from
a disqualification or dme punkin.
THE INTENT OF THESE RULES IS TO INSURE FAIR COMPETITION. THE RACE
SHOULD BE WON OR LOST ON MERIT RATHER THAN TECHNICALITIES. THE RACE
OFFICIALS APPOINTED BY THE ITC ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR INTERPRETING THE
RULES IN KEEPING WITH THAT INTENT.

WHAT DOES THE WORD "IDITAROD" MEAN?

(We have come emu three Mem ni chslinkionstake your pidd)

The following Is hem an article in die Anoholipt Three following the 1973 Masud Trail Sled Dog Race,
written by Gordon Feiner, Times Sports writer:

Maud mune deaf sand was named fry the Shagekik indans for the icillarod River.

The following came fiwri one of the Mchorage papers durkig the 1983 Mind Trail Sled Dog Race:
The word comes horn the kigaillt Man wood Haldiarod which was the name for the river tui which

On town was built ft mean& dstantplaca.

Arid this one con= horn James KM, Asskstant Professor, University of Alaska Nan Uniguage Cereer in
1979:

The name killarod come from an ingallit and Hollkadiuk word hick:Shod for the killaod Favor. This
name means (MONOf &INV pkwe. This word is stlli known by elan ki the villages of Shageiuk, Anvik,
Graybrig and Holy Gross.

1991 icbtarod Student informaion Packet
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The Iditarod Trail
Sled Dog Race

Northern & Southern Routes

24

EWARD

1991 TRAIL MILEAGE

(Southern Route)
Anchorage to Eagle.River 20 miles
Eagle Rivor to Wasilla 29 miles
Wasilla to Knil 14 miles
Knic to Sieventne 86 miles
Skwentna It Finger Lake 45 miles
Finger Lake io Rainy Pass 30 miles
Rainy Pass to Rohn 48 miles
Rohn to Mole; 93 miles
Nilcolal to McGri.th 48 miles
McGrath to Takona 23 miles
Takotna to Ophir 38 miles
Opt* to lditarod 90 miles
iditarod to Shageluk 65 miles
Shageluk to Anvil( 25 miles
Anvil( to Grayling 18 miles
Grayling to Eagle Island 60 miles
Eagle Island to Kaftag 70 miles
Kaltag to Unalakleet 90 miles
Unalakieet to Shaktoolik 40 miles
Shaktoolik to Koyuk 58 miles
Koyuk to Elim 48 miles
Elim to Golovin 28 miles
GOlovin to White Mountain 18 miles
Whits Mountain to Safety 55 mffes
Safety to Nome 22 miles

87
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SPATIAL AWARDS

Spirit of tiitorai Award

Tintheriand. the prime frallet of Id kind, peassined the fiat Spirit of lamed Awed to CoL Noonan D. Vaughan in 1989. The

second award was rsP.Isd psssdy it the "Whir of the Wood: Deady O. Pep. This yeit. Idea wu pal to bo
Winston, Sr, Mp of die es he me imented the Spirit of Idhatod Awards at the muslons' moque in Ateherage pet
beton the nut of Mimed 19. The awed was samted by ley Sum Markedng Meow et the Thabeelmd Compaey. Winton
received a beautifel cm eyed trophy mimed with the words. "Spirit of Mimed Awed: a miniature of the perpetual awed that is
displayed yeas mod st Idimod Haecisettes in Weals.

Leonhard Seppala liammasoriaa Award

The 1991 vensinsay staff Mead Deese Immo m the winter of ths Lienhard Sepsis Hummiterian Awed. Bill MacKay. vice

president of Alaska Altibito, end J. Moak. DVM. Idliarod's chief veierinarian, presemed the tomes* erycal trophy to fonrown

She also received neniponation back to Anthems for herself and hot dna and two free romd nip dikes to anywhee on the Alaska

Aklinss system. Dr. Mot* explained dm this mimed awed goes so the masher who. in the eyes of the vetorismiens oa the nil. has
demenerated the best dog tam one dustsheet dos ram Moab eammeond that thm wee easelient dog care on the rate this year.

Clarion Rossi Firm Mosher so the Taken Award

Since 1987, the Cleica Hotel has premed as awed to the Bet musher umiak the Yukon Rive. The Widen alternate between

Anvik end Ruby. dependhag on whathe the lewd Ram is oa die soothes or nosiims traL la 1991. J Meg __we the firn musher

inio &Pik salving at t.23 nat: on Much 9, almost foe hears Mad of the mit mom sompedits. 1990 champion, Susan

Beadier. Chinon Omni Menusur Met Lows and Sales wow Rich Owass wed King a seem come game bee prepared on a
Coleman two bums stove by darien Ihmative Chet Al Levenehn. The meal began whites weeeed mho* media plats served
with Domaine Chandon blase do Noks. The awed mime, aloha eansumne with raft *panes, was followed with sauteed
shrimp ht gin end vennesth, which was sired wfth Roble Mondavi Chaldean*. Tb. thkd tome was Clariots own black raspberry
sorbet. That was followed by Cabinet lenb meddling with *ash Oomph task sad was served wialt Ilion Meilen An assorted
freak fruit and ohms idate was adoyed nem. Deem consisted of assessed lee men sets with Clark:weeds ice mons. Dessert was
served nith fmoy choodate moose coffee. At the bawls in Nome, hff was prammed with a gold pm commenatating the rola end
$3500 in eriep one dollar Ws. While 'eft the preemmits, Man Lows ckeedbed Jeff as bake *ay maim and commemed that
he dined leisurely sod enjoyed the ham. Recognizing that the 'dime an die Yukon* is not dm most relaxing affak for the winning
mustier, the Clarion awarded Jeff King the same timer for two at the Clarke to be seed at a Ism dm. Addnanally. Lows mum*
Leo Resmumen. ITC pendent, with a sem= plaque to be hmg in lamed beadqvarms in Wallin

Fastest Time Irons Aneherage t Bak liver

Since the EeSle Meer V.P.W. Post became 'thekpoInt 01: they have awarded a ash prise who miler who finishes the race and
had the fastest time tom Anthems to Reale River. Fos the fikk yea' in a row, this awed has gone to Made Buse. Five years ago .
his time was two hours, IS minutes. The nem yet& he out that to two hoes, sin mimes. In 1989, he made the tun in two hours
exactly. Io 1990, his time wes two hours. 19 Mo. This yeas be out that thne by one adnise. asriviog in two hours, 18 minutes. H.
ww presented with a chock for $1249. die mem d hie my kw at a V.P.W modes shady after de ram

Dodge Dash Award

Joe Geniis won the 1991 Dodge Dash, arriving ins Skwanma just Ms minutes Med a Loran Rave. The prize for the winner of
"the rocs within a race is a 1991 Dodge Dakot& fievr wheal drive pick up. Upon his snivel in ilinvenins at 9:16 a.m. on Sunday
morning. Mesh 3, du keys to Osmiele new wok wee premed ut him by Jim Yam, Truk Machmdleing Mmes., kir Dodge, and
Jim Hewitt, Ammon Rseendvo et Cuban Maiming. Oasis, who meW the nee in 13th position arrived at Storm* in 17 hours.
15 Minnie.. An interesdng *side is that in 1987, Oatnie was she the first mufti into Skwantne, but that year he started in 53rd
position and arrived lam Skean in 16 hem.

lams Sportsmanship Award

The Isms Cmpany presented in km* meal Sportsmanship Award in 1991. The meshes Mon Tarry Adkins for his action in
assisting fallow masher Guy Whineem, who was sumded on dse ice outside of Korth. Acceding to Race Marshal. rim Kirshner.
Adkins very likely saved Whinamoress life. Tim Gibbons. repreaming the lams Company. Seemed TetsY with a Ismael etched
glass award and one ton of lam Rultamhs. A pommel trophy, with nem of all lens Sportsmanship Awed winnee is on display
year remd at lasted headquarters.

Sterling Achievement Award

The thitd meal Sterling Achievement Award wes presented to Frank Teasley by Tracy Olson of the Meeks Commis' Company.
This award, a plaque sod a $SOO gift eenilicate good at my Maks Commercial Store, was &aped as recognize the mist imoteved
mustier. Teasley, who finished 31st in his fkm race in 1988 end 19th in 1959. was disqualified in 1990 when thwe were so many sick

dogs on his tam that in won't allowed to continue. But he cams back in 1991, finishing sixth. prompting his fallow competitors to



seket him for this reoesnition. When presentins the amid. Mon commented that the Smiling Acigsvamen Award recognizes
"ottletentline pedennance end commitment.* end congrandand Frank for his success in die 1991 race.

Alaseear's Harm, Aware,

1991 matte the 12th year dm Alamein has pruilded an award to the fint rasher into the halfway checkpoint. Thin award is
pmeented Wined in the nem yem when the nee Mows the south= nail from Ophit to Kokes. end in Cripple in the even
yews when dm northern nail is followed. In 1910, Nubia Nay. neelted $1.500 Is Am *PM end a Am 1mPhY Camin
In 1991. 11 years Ware ihe halfway mend was shored by =dm S Reek, and Degas Annowe, who mind in Mend at 1341
a.m. Busher contessmed that after they had shared die me breaking telpeneftdMies for some SO miles, she Mt they should share
the amid. Dagen end &mu hod left Ophk m 0017 and 0057 en Minh 6. Becalms wand het of bark new vinually destroyed the
mil. the 90 mile nek mok them over 25 ham Twenty ens rashers who left Ophk within 10 hews of the two leaders arrived kt
Idismod within tire and one half hems. Buttrimes toed elapsed time to Marra was five days. 15 Men, 17 inhume. Jonowe's mai
time wm five days, 15 hems, 39 rams& Beth mashers received silver trophy. Three demand dollen in specially minted silver
Wpm which Jomowe nd Butcher agreed to shank au mooned hy Tom Jensen. Alascon's public affairs direeter. The perpetual
trophy with ranee of ail 13 winners et Alascones await is on display at lamed beedquittme throughout the yus.

Nosi hupireakural Masker Award

The official Graben voted Leven Barn and be Omnia the most inspintiosal maim in Mood 19. Ow ftlankenthip, pendent of
the Mitered Official Finishes Club. oemplimented Bane and Cerra ler maintaining ink sense of humor after lesins their teams
diens the last days of the race and still finishing Nimrod 19 despite *upping a ameba of positions. Both lost thek moms while
oyins to find the trail in white out condkkets and both mothers had been naming cosnimendy in the top 10 before losins their

Bleeltenthip pressimd them each with a barn carved maks be% rafted by carvers Rem Provider:in. USSR.

Rookie of the Year Award

For this awart a molds is defined as a moher nains hisTher firm Mined Ram Since 1911. hay and Clara Austin have been
presoming the top placing moils *A a beautifid nophy. This yam Bate Poems finished in llth position in 13 days. 14 hem. 20
einem and 59 seconds, the sixth Mews nide time in the hinny of the Mend Rasa. Kra ie dm Mei Kotzebue masher to receive
this sward, toiletries is due foomteps of Lissy Nadi= mid Sony Rouen.

Fastest Time from Wei a Nome

One of the longest sunding swords a an lanai mother is preardid by the Name Kimmel Club. The dab ewer& $500 to the masher
who finishes in the top twenty end Ms the hem tine bun Way to ?bra. Rick Meekly's debited this award far the bath time,
with time of two hours, 24 minute& 15 minutes hoc *hen Denbo knowe's dam et two Mimi 39 minuten Hie hum dme
between Safety mid Noma wee two hem, 19 minineada 1911. The rend Way to Nemo doe is Susan Butcher's time of two hours.
17 mimes, sot in 1990. The Nome Xelmel Cligt ha prossesed ;b.' awed sines 1975.

Golden Elaraeu Aiwa,

Lolly Medley, a %wills rasher end harness maker, has been presenting a golden hams to an ountanding lead dos Cam 1979. The
outstanding performance of Rick Swenson's lead doss, Mr* end Goose, in the difficult 1991 ram was reeognized by the muskets.
At the awards banquet, dm golden ham= was presened to Min and Goon

Area. Sports Medieiaa Hama Perfarwasaes Award

The fourth anneal Human ?utterance Award was presented to Lmon Bane mid Rick Swenson. In presenthis the awardon behalf of
the foe Re4insew Sled Dos bullets aed the Antic Spoils Medicine Institut% Libby Riddles and Vi Wasson cited Bans end
&wane= for their physical pettergenee at die maximum level of disk

Red Lamer. Award

The Red Lantern Award, presumed by the National Rank of Alaska, traditionally goes to the last rasher across the finish in.. The
1991 recipient was rookie Brian &Donoghue, who finished at 2:56 p.m. on Stmday. Mods 24. a total elapsed time of 22 &Ws, five
hours, 55 miimms, 55 mends. TM red lantern time for 1991 wee nine days. 13 hours, 21 minutes mid 16 seconds loner than the
winnins time.



Press Highlights

1. There are 78 rushers signed up for the 1990 kMarod Trail Sled Dog Race. Thirty of these are
rooldim and Me are women. There we entrails from Montana and kftuusong, as wog as from
Alaska. Mush= am competing from Great Main, Jaw mid AWOL

2. Four of the twelve lditarod champbns wfil be attiwnpling ko regain their tide. Three of the seven
Yukon Quest champions are entered as wen as four of the John Beartgease champices and ail but
one of the Kusko 300 chambns.

3. The first letarod race to Ware started Mach 3, 1973.

4. In 1986, Susan Butcher brae Rick Swenson's record, set In 1981, by completing the 1049+ miles
in 11 days, 15 hours and six minutes. and this was done on the longest Northern Route. In 1987
she broke her own record by finishing in 11 days, two hours, five minutes end 13 seuende. Then In
1990 she broke her record agidn, fkiishing In 11 days, one hour, 53 ntrades, 23 seconds.

5. Carl Huntington won the 1974 race with the slowest winning time, 20 days, 15 hours, two mimites
and semi seconft

8. The terns avenge 15 dogs, which means Wet 1,200 dogs will leave Anchorage for Nome.

7. There are 26 checkpoints, the first ki Anchorage and the last in Wm.

8. The &most finish was in 1978. Dick Mackey finished one second ahead of Rick Swenson.
Mackey's time was 14 days, 18 hams, 52 minutes and 24 seconds.

9. The most mushers to finish a sinde race was 81 in 1990.

10. A red Lantern is awarded to the last musher to firdsh. The longest time for a Red Lartem was 32
days, 15 hours, Mile mhdes and one second by John Schugx in 1973. The quickest Red Lantern
musher was Bob Hoyle with a time of 17 days, 11 hours, 19 minutes and 19 sectulds.

11. Rick Swenson and &man Butcher are the only four time winners of Me Last Greta Race.*Rick
Swenson won in 1977, 1979, 1981 and 1982. Susan Butcher won in 1986, 1987, 1988 and
1990. WM% both will be strMng for a fifth vicktry In 1991, Swenson says he wants this win because
it will make him the only musher to win the idtarod in three Moroni decoding.

12. The ycongest musher to ever compete in the idtarod was Rome Gilman in 1979 who hint Just
turned 18. The oldest musher to ever compete is Col. Norman Vigighan who tinned 84 recently
and Is parttipating In this Ware& He has ccapieted the race four times, the laid time in 1990.
Though he is not competing in 1991, he says hal be back in 1992.

13. Rick Mackey won the race in 1983 kg become the first son of an idtarod chanvion to match his
father's acceoplishment. To further set a record, both father and son were wearing I* number 13
when they crossed the finish line in first posifion. Anyorno swerstIticus?

14. Three huncked thirty five rmishers from four continents and 11 imign countries have cometed in
idtarod races since 1973, Inducing 29 women.

1991 iditarod Student Information Packet


